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Know Truth Of Being

And Being Of SOUL
Nur Misuari “Philippines’ own bin Laden”.
We do note and have now received word that
RE: WHO “CAN” YOU BELIEVE? CONFUSION t h e m e d i a i s i n t h e h a n d s o f t h e m i l i t a r y
AND CHAOS IS SATAN’S BEST GAME. LIVE IN (administration) so is fabricated to suit the needs
GOODNESS AND TRUTH AND KEEP RIGHT ON for the election for an ARMM on Tuesday.
Along with the push and shove the “rumors” are for
GOING. TRUTH IS EVENTUALLY “FOUND OUT”
BUT BACKUP AND PATIENCE ARE CERTAINLY “terrorist” incidents in Manila to ruin the holidays.
Isn’t poverty despicable and abject enough?
REQUIRED AT EVERY TURN
We did have lunch across the street and were
thankful for the break—and missed the calls that
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!?
somehow were to call off the other meetings scheduled
D—just a report on Thanksgiving. We missed it, as for later with lawyers, etc. Oh well. It seems now that
everything is different in the Philippines. By the time we realized nobody can be around until mid-week next.
Then on the thankful list came an earthquake at
it was a wondrous Holiday, mud and blood were already
flowing. Cmdr. asks, “Where are the bodies?” We don’t around five in the evening. Then at nine the refrigerator
know but we do note the number has already dropped in died. Then E.J. was still sleeping at the computer at
three a.m. or so, for the second nap of the night—so
speculation by over 2,000 (in the Trade Center adventure).
Now, unfortunately, the Philippines has their own this morning? We don’t yet know how to feel or how
scapegoat as pronounced by former President Ramos, thankful to be today. We are thankful and grateful to
who made the treaties and agreements and then broke share and KNOW that we have you, family, and promise
them all with the MNLF. Today, however, he calls that we do that which is right and will be done.
That is sufficient, if not always
exactly what we want to hear.
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We have heard, this morning, from our friend down
in Mindanao and the family is safe at home.
It is said that Nur Misuari fled to Sabah (Borneo),
Malaysia but we suspect that is also a lie.
We never did meet Misuari although he danced
around us a few times. I think he never was told about
GAIA nor do we think he was too keen on anything
except remaining in leadership in a separated State. Sad,
for up to now the MNLF and ARMM have been the
PEACEFUL stability of the Moro area.
I am confident that Ramadan has quickly taken on
a serious meaning that is not of usual spiritual intent.
So, who is God? What is God? Where and When is
God, and perhaps bigger is “Why” is God?
Things are busy, busy in Papua New Guinea and
there is genuine excitement there, for Parliament
convenes next week and things are so bad with those
members of parliament that they actually can’t even open
their offices because funds ran out about year before last.
E.J. and I laughed at the papers sent to us until the
tears rolled down our faces. Please remember that PNG
is basically a nation where the tribal people wear only
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fantastic headgear and penis shields while some of the
more isolated tribes eat their deceased—as an honor of
course, but do get Mad Cow Disease from the practice.
The “modern” parts are as uncivilized as the rest of
the modern world of insanity. Thank God that God has
to make decisions and we just have to facilitate whatever
comes next. Insanity comes in many forms!
Mr. Bush says we are in for a long, hard haul
through this time. Well, I rather hope that some of
those CAUSING this long, hard haul might recognize
their own position in this world mess. The Philippines,
for instance, is expecting hell through Christmas as the
street crimes are already the “gift” of the day.
However, the Makati decorations are going up and
they are totally wonderful, typically Philippines in
presentation as colorful, lighted, and remind us that there
is hope at the end of the rainbow if we stay the course.
One more Christmas away from home is not wonderful
but then things are not the same back home either. So, we
do what needs to be done and we note that YOU do what
must be done and rejoice that we actually are alive and well
enough to get this job done, tighten our belts (well, some
do) and plan on a big Christmas sharing NEXT year.
Let’s see now, that makes about the fifteenth year,
doesn’t it, since Christmas was like wonderland at KMart and Costco? It truly IS better to stay out of
“memory lane” and realize that here in Manila there
are no sleigh-bells or snow for a white Christmas.
It did get down to 82 recently (a record low).
Lester keeps sending wonderful things from New
Zealand along with many calendars and THAT appears to
be closer to my idea of “Paradise” than the jungle of
Papua New Guinea where you have insects for lunch and
YOU are the lunch. That is bad enough but what really
ticks me off is that we got full “no-see-em” net suits for
head-to-toe protection of we ancient travelers “to South
Africa, yet” and they ended in the attic in Tehachapi and
now to nobody-knows-where.
Do we need them for lazing in paradise somewhere?
No, for the walk across the street in Manila.
We take this opportunity to be Thankful and to
Thank all of you for which there are no words strong
enough to express our gratitude. And, we also take this
opportunity to humbly THANK our teacher and
“producer” for including us ALL in this wondrous
experience that few will ever know. If that is not being
blessed, then we have surely missed something along our
way. He is always there with the strength and the way
when we can’t see beyond the moment through our
clouded eyes. I am caused to go about humming
Amazing Grace as well as those in New York.
I remember one meeting when Dr. Bart suggested to
Hatonn that we should look at that song. Cmdr. agreed
and even belted out a couple of lines (a strange thing to me)
and then gave us a lecture on us NOT TO BE
WRETCHED as the song presents as “a wretch like me”.
I have never felt the same again, for we are blessed; we
are incredible in our presentation. Thank you, Father.
In Love, Light and sincere Thanks and Appreciation, D&E
***
THANKS AND APPRECIATION
DAD—And may all your days, if not holy, be
SACRED, for the gift of LIFE is beyond all else.
May you also come to KNOW truth of being and
being of SOUL that you learn and understand that
which IS LIFE and not the prattlings of those who
speculate for their own benefit or gain.
I DO know the way, students, and my own joy is in

watching you grow and KNOW. Life happens while you
make other plans—however, that is but the lessons
becoming EXPERIENCE. What do you do with the
wonderful SURPRISES unexpected along the way? There
is neither good nor bad in those expressions of living,
chelas—only gaining knowledge and on-the-job experience.
When people can come to realize that Esu’s name
was not Christ nor was it Jesus, you have come a
long way in REALITY OF TRUTH. The TRUTH is
that there WAS a man who came and was outstanding
enough to be murdered for his Truth. However,
Jesus meant “the anointed one” as established by Saul
of Tarsus—and CHRIST is a state of being. When
you understand the beauty in the Truth instead of
another lie for man’s greed and graft, you have
received a gift beyond the physical expression.
The “man” in point was not more than THEE,
traveler, and HE TOLD YOU SO. Why do you listen to
the greedy evangelistas instead of the voice of TRUTH?
Anyone who expresses CHRIST in being is CHRIST
INDEED. Christ, by the way, is a STATE OF SOUL—
for INTENT is of soul. That which you think in mind
is that which you ARE. It is not a man nor woman in
anywhere, world. It is the SPIRITUAL realization of
BEING and no, you nor I am a “wretch”, for God only
presents perfection. You may well feel “wretched” but
that is YOUR problem, not God’s. So be it. God has
given you life; what have you done with it?
SHARING WITH FRIENDS
I realize that a copy of this next document went to
Mark for the paper but I perceive that it isn’t yet utilized
[MM: This excellent letter—from a spirituallyawakened individual who, religion-wise, truly has
“been there and done that”—has been ready to run
when and where appropriate (NOW!) and should be
required reading for all “Christians”, “born-again” or
otherwise.], so let us consider a letter from a friend who
thought, at least, that CONTACT was not longer around.
No, people, we never missed a beat nor an issue except for
the usurped-hijacked editions by Dr. Young’s group who
had to change their names to protect their guilt for stealing
the paper in the first place. SPECTRUM is the name of
the stolen publication as is the name of Dr. Young’s
personal corporation and through which he received
thousands of dollars for services from CONTACT.
I want to honor the man who sent this letter,
but I don’t want to start a barrage of anything
other than that which he CHOOSES for himself.
We just appreciate that one man’s opinion and
perception has been entrusted to our awareness.
The man is a Chiropractor of 25 years and lives in
Michigan. He went through the Vietnam War and has a
good grip on reality beyond that which most are able to
achieve for themselves. The letter shared is written to
a close relative whose name we will refer to as “Mary”
to further protect privacy. Thank you.
[QUOTING letter to a Sister. Sept. 2001:]
Mary:
You are good, you are really good. I won’t
read your letter so you send postcards. That is
good, Mary. See, I told you you were smart.
Well, let’s see what we can deduce from the
exchange of letters. One thing for sure, we won’t
see each other after we die. I will be in hell, you
will be in heaven. Although I’ve spent the last 20
some years in hell, I guess that doesn’t count.
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Look, Mary, I did the whole Born-again Christian
thing. It didn’t work for me. I guess it doesn’t work
for Agent Orange and parasites. What do you think?
I bet I’ve read the Bible at least 6-7 times. But you
know what screwed me up on that? One of my good
Christian friends gave me a Bible from circa 1840. It
wasn’t the same book I’d been studying. It wasn’t even
close. Then I got a hold of a Bible written way back
in the 1500s. That was different than the other two.
What’s going on here? Of course that led to
Constantine back in 325 AD coalescing all the religions
of the time into one politically acceptable religion. Used
to be over 150 “Holy” books of the Bible. Now there’s
66. Interesting number, huh? Gee, I wonder who did
that? 666. Number of man, frequency of man, Teslov,
early 20th Century. The evil empire’s number. Takes
wisdom, Mary. Watch the symbols. Doesn’t matter
if it’s the inspired words of God. They’ve been
changed. They leave their mark on everything they
touch. They start all the wars. They do all the
incurable disease. Evil, Mary, I’ve lived right in the
middle of it for years. Would they change the Bible?
You bet. Been doing so since the beginning of time.
Oh, by the way, Ecclesiastics was added so you
wouldn’t question them. Romans was also added
along with most of the New Testament.
So, don’t quote scripture to me. Just be
thankful that your evil brother doesn’t want
anything to do with you. And know that you don’t
want anything to do with him.
By the way, His name isn’t Jesus Christ. If
you insist on His name be Jesus it should be Jesus
the Christ NOT Jesus Christ. But his name isn’t
even Jesus so it’s a mute point. Someday you’ll
learn. And he’s your lord and savior not mine.
Jesus Christ doesn’t exist. Christ does.
Study the connection between British Intelligence
and the Moody Institute down in Texas. Even British
Intelligence and what is going on right now in the
Middle East. It’s all by design, Mary. It’s a lie. You
are being used to usher in the evilest bunch of
criminals on the planet. The people the real Christ
warned us about. They want to kill 4 billion people,
Mary. Six billion people are too much for them to
manage. They figure they can effectively manage
about 2 billion people on the planet. And your phony
Christianity is being used to make that happen.
They keep using the word righteous, making you
think that its something you would want. Righteousness
to them means you cannot have a personal relationship
with God and there can be no such thing as a sovereign
nation or freedom. Righteousness to them means you
better do what they say, otherwise you are out of here.
They kill you. I’m sorry but I can’t worship that. And
that is indeed what you are worshiping with this phony
Christianity. They created it so they could make a slave
out of you. So they could bring about this New World
Order. Is that really what you want, Mary? Scriptures
say it doesn’t have to happen.
There will be no ownership of land; there will be
nothing to pass on to your children (inheritance). You
will worship them (not Christ) or you will die. I’m
sorry but that’s not the God I know and serve.
I know you probably feel sorry for me for being so
“lost” and so hopelessly evil but believe me, dear, you are
the one who is lost and totally brainwashed. I’ve already
lived in hell so perhaps that’s why I can challenge you
like I do. I don’t fear it. Christ was right there
by my side all the way. It’s the only way I made it.
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I truly do know Him and if you were on the front
lines you would get to know Him just as well.
By the way, why aren’t you healthy? The
parasympathetic neurological response to the act of
giving is indeed healing. The act of giving stimulates
the parasympathetic nervous system. This is
scientifically viable and indeed true. The
parasympathetic nervous system controls the health
of the organs. It’s the nerve supply to the internal
organs. All of them. The act of giving stimulates
this system. Stimulation of this system will heal you.
That’s why Christ taught giving. Plus, if you look
at the atomic and subatomic anatomy of how the
world and life really work, you have to come to the
conclusion that there is a God and He really does
love you. So why aren’t you healthy?
Any act of giving will heal, it’s not specific to
Jesus. Usually what happens when someone gets
healed by Jesus is it doesn’t last that long. It’s only
temporary. Now, you can delude yourself into
thinking that it’s permanent but if you do any
research or follow up on these cases that supposedly
got healed you’ll find that it’s only temporary.
Unless they were totally void of any concept of
God. It’s always nice to know you’re loved.
Maybe that’s the only difference between you and
I. I don’t have to believe in God. I KNOW He exists.
You seem to have to believe in Him and build all this
ritual around Him. It’s not all that complicated, Mary.
The truth will save people, not phony saviors.
Otherwise why even have truth?
And as far as answering to God. That is
indeed true. Everybody will have to answer. I
am unconcerned about that. I KNOW where I
stand. I only hope you continue your research
and get out of the make-believe world you live in.
If you do, you will end up at the same place I’m
at. It ain’t an easy road. Good luck.
By the way, I knew how you would respond.
You’re so predictable. Can’t be wrong, can you?
Well, you are wrong. Won’t even let go of “the
lie” just because your ego can’t be wrong.
Pathetic isn’t it?
Blasphemer (?), gee, that’s what they called
Christ. I’m in good company.
But, you know, Mary, if you are right, then my
conclusion HAS to be that your God doesn’t like
me. Jesus doesn’t like me. I did the Born-again
Christian thing. I mean, I did the whole thing. I did
it right too. Studied everything I could get my hands
on. I became it. For years. I remained sick.
So I had to ask myself some tough questions.
This Christian thing seemed to work for other
people, why didn’t it work for me? I was getting
sicker and I knew I was getting pretty close to
checking out. When my liver would plug up my heart
would actually stop beating. I could feel my bowels
start to let go, then my heart would start up again.
In other words I was dying and coming back to life
10-12 times a day. That’s scary. That went on for
years. I did everything the Born-again Christians
said to do to get my health back. All of it.
During this time I went for a physical to get some
life insurance. I flunked the physical. Liver cancer.
They wouldn’t insure me. I saw the blood test results.
Sure enough, liver cancer. Well, I renewed my efforts
on the spiritual front hoping to get it cured. Nothing
happened, matter of fact it was getting worse.

Of course, when you’re looking for answers in one
area of life you tend to run into answers for other
areas of life. The truth was all I wanted. I was sure
the truth would get me healthy again.
I gave my life to “Jesus” back in 1977. I was
sitting at my desk here at the office when I said the
prayer and signed my name. No one coerced me into
doing it. I did it of my own free will. Having seen
God in action over in Vietnam and having been saved
by Him on three different occasions over there I was
glad to do it. So, I gave my soul to Jesus.
In the summer of 1994 I took it back. By 1994 I
was very sick. I knew I didn’t have much time left
and every “Christian” thing I had tried failed. And
every Christian Church I went to was more interested
in Doc’s money than they were in me. Plus, I
couldn’t understand how the preachers didn’t know
as much as I knew about the Bible. They weren’t
very accurate on their historical facts and most of
them were seriously over weight and taking a
variety of prescriptions drugs. I didn’t understand it,
Mary. How can you be a spokesman for God and yet
subscribe to all this worldly stuff? Especially drugs.
“Have no other Gods before me,” you know. Plus at
the time I was studying the archeological digs of the
ancient Sumarians and the Dead Sea Scrolls and a
variety of other related historical stuff and it just
didn’t jell. Someone was lying about something.
By then, I was so sick my office hours were
down to 18 a week. I was ashen gray. I had to
lay down and rest between patients. I needed help
and I needed it quick. So, in the summer of ‘94 I
turned my back on the Born-again Christian “Jesus”
and went back to the God that saved me in Vietnam.
I thought they were the same God. Turns out they
aren’t. One is real, the other one a creation of man
to control and manipulate his fellow man. One
works, the other one doesn’t. And you know what?
Things changed immediately. Within 4 months I
was on my way to getting my health back. Plus, the
whole puzzle came together. Religion, science,
history, HealthCare, energy, politics, everything just
fell right together. It all made sense now.
Of course there’s a whole lot more to my story.
But the bottom line on the whole thing is: The truth
has saved me, not your phony Jesus. The only thing
the phony Jesus does is enslave you. So, I was
right. Your God doesn’t like me. He went to great
lengths to kill me. He is a creation of the people on
this planet that want total control of all aspects of
your life. No freedom, No God within, No peace,
No knowledge, No wisdom, No love, No fun. They
want chaos, war, money, power, fame, they want
your very soul. They use the old tried-and-true,
bait-and-switch technique to get you.
There’s just enough truth and workable
knowledge in the scriptures to get you hooked on it
because it does work when applied, then they switch
it and create this phony savior who’s supposed to
have the ability to save you. Throw in a little fire
and brimstone to scare you. A little prophecy to
intimidate you and keep you from questioning them.
And then add all this emotional, feel-good stuff and
next thing you know they own you.
The only reason you’re so stubborn in letting go of
it is your fear. You’re scared to. That’s by design;
that’s what they want. That’s what they put in the
Bible. I remember, because I was scared too when
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I first turned my back on it. But I had no choice.
It was either that or totally deny the God I knew
from Vietnam and lay down and die. I figured I
had been through too much to just give up and quit.
And besides, if living in the hell I was living in was
a requirement of this Jesus for him to save my soul,
I had had enough. It ain’t worth it. It didn’t make
sense, and it wasn’t the God I saw working in the
jungles of Vietnam. If I was to go to hell for
eternity I was very familiar with it and it couldn’t be
any worse than what I had been living for the past
20-some years. So, I turned my back on it. And
lo and behold, the next thing I know everything
makes sense; I’m getting healthy, I’m getting
productive, I’m NOT in hell anymore.
So, I set to finding out how and why. Well, you
can’t give your soul away. You don’t have a soul,
you ARE THE soul. It’s impossible to give it to
another (Physics). It comes down to what you
embrace. If you embrace the lies, your life doesn’t go
very well. Oh, on a worldly level it might, but on a
personal level, at home, where you live, the you, it
doesn’t work. “The lie” permeates the mind and body
to the extent that it’s impossible to be totally healthy on
either one of those fronts. Mental and physical. If you
embrace the truth, life seems to work for you. It’s not
easy, but it does work. You have peace inside. You
know that you know. Life’s challenging and exciting
and you can spread that around so people are uplifted
by it. The truth does that to people. They don’t even
have to try to change, getting truth and wisdom
changes them. It’s much easier and IT WORKS.
Man has been divided into three parts. Body, mind
and soul. Physical, mental and spiritual. They have
convinced you that you are not smart enough to
understand the operating of the body, mind and soul.
So, you’ve given the physical to the doctors, the mental
to the shrinks, and your soul to the preachers. What’s
left? There’s nothing left of you. The doctors drug
you, cut you and kill you. The shrinks do the same
with the brain. And the preachers nullify any ability to
get control of the other two parts of you.
The preachers keep you in fear and mystery and
they massage your ego with feel-good stuff. Playing
directly on your emotions and superiority complex.
Lifting you above the rest of us mere mortals.
Don’t you see, Mary? There’s nothing left of
the original you. You gave it all away. They own
you, spiritually, mentally and physically. And that is
NOT what Christ taught. That’s why you can’t get
healthy. You are no longer responsible for any part
of you. Body, mind or soul. I couldn’t get healthy
either as long as I embraced “the lie”. But as soon
as I let go of it I started to get healthy. I regained
control of my mind and body. I let the God within
do the healing. And it worked.
And it’s all over the place in scripture. You can’t
read very far at all in the scriptures without running into
some references to the Kingdom within. Being
responsible, discipline, knowledge. Ten Commandments,
Proverbs. The parables Christ taught are nothing more
than teaching you how to think for yourself and being
responsible. Trusting and indeed relying on the
Kingdom within, the God within. So it just doesn’t go
together that on the one hand He teaches self
responsibility, truth and knowledge and on the other no
responsibility, let go and let God. Plus, it doesn’t work.
At least it didn’t work for me.
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There are three parts to man. Body, mind and
soul. The soul, the real you, the one that’s reading
this right now is supposed to be in authority over the
other two. Now, these NWO boys, the phony
Jews, know how powerful and good the soul is. It
IS the spark of God within. They know its power,
they know its strength, and they know its capabilities.
They fear it. So they have to bring you into
submission so they can be in authority over you.
Because they are scared of you. Because they have
committed serious crimes against you. They know all
this. And they also know how simple life really is. It’s
just not that complicated at all. How the body works,
how the mind works, what the soul really is.
They also know that the easiest way to get to the
soul is through the body and mind. So they have
suppressed the truth about health. Both mental and
physical. They have taken all the nutrients out of the
food and made it mandatory for what I call the “big
three”. Vaccinations, chlorine and fluoride.
Vaccinations ruin the nervous system, chlorine ruins
the intestinal flora and fluoride gets rid of your selfdetermination. Of course with those three in place
the medics are assured of patients the rest of the
patient’s life. You can’t be healthy unless you do
some serious cleaning and rebuilding.
From there it’s just a matter of playing out the
play. The only problem they really have is keeping the
lid on the lie. Suppressing the truth. On the mental
front they take a full 1/3rd of your life and turn it into
a “belief” state. You have to “believe” this. You
have to “believe” that. When in truth “belief” should
be only a transitory phase you go through until you
“know”. Until you get the truth either way. If you’re
wrong, you learn your lesson and get on with it (you
still win) and if you’re right you gained some wisdom
by application of truth. “My children suffer from lack
of knowledge.” Knowledge, Mary, not “belief”. So, with
the body weak and depleted from the big three and the
mind caught in this “belief” state, getting your soul is easy
pickings. They just take it away from you, make you give
it to some mystery somewhere. That’s the quickest way
to entrap someone. Give them a mystery.
They know all this, Mary. That’s how they got to
own you. Physically, mentally and spiritually. You are
the product of “the lie”. Once they own your soul, the
real you, the game is over; they win. You are helpless
to even know how you got to be owned by another—
and [by then], you rather like being owned. It takes the
responsibility for living life out of your hands. We all like
to be told what to do but in the long run it doesn’t work.
You end up being owned by another. Person, not God.
The only way to be owned by God is to make sure
you aren’t owned by someone else. Gods dwells
within. That’s the only place you’re going to find him.
You’ve always been great at book learning. It
massages your ego or something. National Honor
Society, straight “A”s in highschool and college. I
think that’s why you can quote scripture with the
best of them. You are good at being a follower.
Good at knowing the words. Even good at getting
the message. It’s an ego trip for you to be able to
do these things. But, you missed the message
behind the message, between the lines. The why
and how of the whole thing. What are the words
saying? Are they setting you free or leading you
into bondage? Can you see what you are looking at
without being told what you are looking at?

Serious questions, Mary. Not to be taken lightly.
Don’t you have any concept of what freedom really is?
When I was in Vietnam we had a saying. “For those of
us that fight for it, freedom is something the protected
will never understand.” I didn’t really understand that
at the time. I understand it completely now.
The Bible has been changed. The teachings of
Christ are valid but most of the rest of it is suspect at
best. What I did is test it. If it worked when applied,
I accepted it; if it didn’t, I know it was added by the
evil bunch. Plus I studied the phony Jews. And I
studied the real Jews. And I find it fascinating that the
real Jews don’t subscribe to this National Homeland of
Israel. They say that America is the promised land.
And the phony Jews are easy to spot. They
commit the crime then manipulate the evidence.
They control the press and all the distribution
centers. What do you think the ’30s was all about?
That’s when they took control of this country. Yeah,
Roosevelt was a 33rd-degree Mason. Masons [at the
top] worship Satan. Roosevelt was a Khazarian Jew.
There’s only one reason this Born-again Christian
movement was invented and made to prosper. To give
the phony Jews control over the rest of us. To make
it seem legitimate. The “Jews” have been kicked out
of every place they have ever been. They didn’t flee
Egypt. They were kicked out. The Egyptians had
had enough of them. I know you think that is
blasphemy but it IS historical fact. Again these
people control the distribution of everything so when
it comes to religion you’re going to hear and see
what they want you to do. Fortunately for us truthseekers there are cracks in their armor. The truth
will ultimately win. It ALWAYS does.
Judeo-Christian is an oxymoron. They are
diametrically opposed to each other. They have
infiltrated the real Christian teachings and nullified a
bunch of them and added to the rest of it. They
can’t run the world without the support of the
Christians to put them in power. Once they are in
power, guess what happens. Remember after the
Bolshevik Revolution? Financed by the phony Jews.
They killed over 66 million Christians in Russia (I
don’t see you getting mad about that; you’d rather
call me a blasphemer). Karl Marx was a Khazarian
Jew. They want to run the world. They invented
the phony savior and 1,000-year millennium and
turned around and sold it to the Christians. It’s a
lie. And you embrace that lie and that’s why you
can’t get healthy and productive in fighting these
bastards and really finding peace within.
They will run the world and you will have helped
put them in power. And some magical, mystical
rapture. That’s all a fabrication of the evil people.
How else could they sell it to you? They have to make
you believe that you win. Did the Russian Christians
win? Did I win going to Vietnam?
The teachings of Christ, true Christianity, is the valid
way to run your life. Only because it works. It does
set you free. It expands your beingness. It negates
your fears. It makes you healthy and productive. It
gives you true peace inside. It makes you strong
spiritually. It does lead to God.
“They” know this. “They” fear this. Therefore
“they” must negate it. The Born-again Christian
movement, and all its trappings, were put here so they
could be lord over you. So they could neutralize the
opponent. So they could win and be masters of the
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planet. They can’t do it without you and they know it.
And in your case it has worked to perfection. You
simply will not open your eyes. You like being blind
and indeed rely on being blind.
Christ took them on head-to-head. And he beat
them. Proving the immortality of the spirit. The Christ
I met in Vietnam is NOT the Jesus you worship.
The Christ I met in Vietnam knows how to get the
job done. Even against incredible odds. He’s the
one that has saved me countless times. He’s the
one who speaks the truth and has real answers for
the troubles of life. Indeed, for the troubles of the
world. He’s the one I hold in great reverence and
awe. He’s the one I bow to and serve daily.
I’m truly sorry that this doesn’t meet with
your approval. But, as you can tell, I really
don’t care what you think. I am far beyond your
lying immorality. I hate lies; you embrace them.
I only hope your research brings you through all
this and you can someday see.
I strongly suggest you stop worshiping your
pastor and start asking him some real questions.
Start challenging authority wherever you find it.
Ask “why” of everything. Sit down and watch the
movie Apocalypse Now a few times and you’ll see a
little bit of what I went through and understand why I
hate lies. Study the Jewish Utopia by Higger.
Get ahold of The Barnes Review, The Spotlight
newspaper, even the Phoenix Journals or the
Executive Intelligence Review. Take a real close
look at the Bible. The TRUTH is out there. And the
“truth” will set you free. No savior required.
But, you won’t do it, Mary. You like being a
puppet. You like not thinking for yourself. You are
owned by the Antichrist himself and you dare not
question him. You’re scared to.
I trust I will not hear from you again. You now
know how I see things and I will not embrace your
phony religion. You are wrong. It’s too bad your
ego is such that you cannot accept that. (It’s a
typical trait with firstborns.)
If you ever decide to stop living in fear, the fear that
was given to you by these people, you’re on your way.
The real God is not a God of fear. You should know
that. Ask for your soul back. You’ll get it. Turn your
back on this phony religion. Embrace the real Christ.
The one that saved your brother in Vietnam.
Most of Christianity is true. The rest is
invented to enslave you. Figure it out, Mary, you’re
smarter than you think. “They” know that. “They”
are counting on you to put them in power. “They”
are counting on you to stay blinded by their lies.
“They” have enslaved you.
It comes down to: Who owns you? You,
with the real God inside of you, or them with
their phony God? You cannot give your soul
away. The real God, that dwells within, wants
you back. He already owns you. He’s waiting.
It’s in your hands.
[END OF QUOTING]
* * *
If you think this needs more discussion—GO
BACK AND READ IT AGAIN.
GOD IS, I AM—AND—YOU ARE!
When you see THE Light then the world is a
much different place from which to view the Universe.
Salu, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
dharma
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God Has Mercy But
Also Allows Free Will
11/22/01—#1 (15-098)
RE: STAR SHOWER; DO NOT CONFUSE WITH
STAR CHAMBER. NEW, STRANGE MEASLES, NUR
MISUARI WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE (SHADES OF
BUSH COWBOYS), IMF GOOD DEEDS AND LOANS
BEAUTY FROM THE HEAVENS
Hatonn—So, the world just experienced a “star
shower” which occurs annually as Earth passes through
meteoric (it is claimed) comet or meteor dust trails. It’s
a dangerous world out there in the cosmos.
Well, it was viewed all over the world in its glory—
except, of course, “only in the Philippines” (OIP) where
even the telescopes were not focused properly and got
no historical recordings. Oh well. It is truly sad when
pollution levels are so high in Paradise as to obscure the
very heavens. But then again, that was NOT the cause,
either, just the drama for the blunders of
incompetence—while clouds obscured the view.
Will history ever have right recordings? Not if
the going leadership can prevent it.
I wonder what the view was from Afghanistan? How
about Southern Mindanao? Who cares? No, you don’t!
WHAT OF PRESIDENT ARROYO’S
VISIT TO WASHINGTON?
Well, it is advertised that she got a Santa bag full of
goodies. Want to bet? It is said that she comes home
with billions of dollars promised to enhance the
government in the form of agreements and loans. We
will talk about that nice IMF package a bit later, for I
WANT YOU TO PAY ATTENTION. These LOANS are
NOT goodie gifts and the promises for business
investments and co-ventures are in “failing” industries.
There truly is more than one sucker born every minute.
Now you know what the going rate of “low”
interest is on these loans—15% compounded annually.
People, wake up: IF YOU GET A HELD TRANCHE
OF WHAT HAS BEEN SAID “WILL PROBABLY BE
RELEASED” FOR THE PHILIPPINES FROM THE
MAJOR AMOUNT STILL BEING HELD TO PUNISH
THE KIDS FOR BAD BEHAVIOR, IT WILL BE $30
MILLION. THAT LITTLE BIT, ALONE, WILL ADD
THE $30 MILLION PLUS 15% IMMEDIATELY. THE
TERMS ARE ALREADY PUBLISHED SO THAT IS $30
MILLION AT 15% INTEREST COMPOUNDED FOR
15 YEARS. Now readers, just you in the fourth grade
can KNOW right off that this is going to produce some
debt of $240 million when finally due without recourse.
Moreover, that is just added to the rest which is also
compounding at mostly MORE than 15%.
So, if you borrow because you have no way to
meet bills, etc., you HAVE TO TAKE THE MONEY.
That means that as things spiral downward there is
less and less ability to actually pay anything and more
and more is borrowed to just meet the obligations
accrued and indeed, considering that the U.S. IS
basically the IMF/WB’s property (YES, YOU), such

as Argentina and Philippines and rest of the world—are
the BOND SLAVES, owned body AND YES, SOUL, by
the wicked beast of the four winds. Remember that
the Big Boys just “bailed out” Argentina a few short
weeks ago and already the nation is in worse shape
than at that time. Goodbye Argentina and perhaps
now is the time to start “crying for her”. (???)
Therefore, this morning as you look around,
consider circumstances AS THEY ARE. Can you
live this way? YOU ALREADY DO, CHELAS, and
beg for more of everything which limits your
freedoms. In the U.S. you have martial law and
dictatorial rule under, faint now, a fascist regime.
The Afghan rebels would “rather die than go
down to the U.S.”? Well, I’m sure the U.S., et
al., will accommodate that wish.
It is claimed that this leader or that leader is an
“economist” trained in the best deceitful school on the
globe and can’t even begin to compete with a FIRSTgrade child who has to give away 15% of his apple
without any apple input—and he is hungry while the fat
monkey has all the apples.
I also love the theory of high economist projections
where textbook costs are cut 10% along with getting a
loan to buy the books, at 32% interest from a bank
which borrows at 15% from the World Bank. Great. It
is, after all, exactly like romping down that yellow brick
road to Oz. Cathy O’Brien can tell you about that yellow
brick road to Oz—AND WHO is waiting for you there.
YOU HAD BEST RE-READ, OR READ WITH
ATTENTION, TRANCE-FORMATION OF AMERICA.
So, will anyone DARE to ever use God’s Plan? Of
course. What a lot of people who pronounce control and
death to all who disagree with them—the facts are that
the very component parts needed to start God’s plan are
waiting right in that same area of Mindanao now under
siege. And THAT is why they want the leader of the
objectors “dead or alive”, as the news spewed this
morning. At this point of confrontation earlier this week,
there was no realization in the higher leadership that there
was or is even a possibility. Our demands have been
FOR PEACE—and “dead or alive”, per the nation’s
directors, is not among the plans. The bullies are
going to overstep their use of cattle-prods.
The tales don’t look too good coming out of
the area, either. Where Nur Misuari is blamed for
starting rebellion it does seem strange, doesn’t it,
where 113 are killed and yet it is claimed only 4
serious casualties happened to the military?
Okay, students, God too has a book in which
records are kept and I would remind all of you New Age
friends who recognize such as old Hatonn—who was
and is the RECORD KEEPER and that, my friends, has
never been quarreled as to status or stature.
Now, every country is in default who ever took
an IMF/WB gift loan so not one country can even
pay back the interest, so every year the debts loom
exponentially larger and larger—with any signs of
recovery or ability to do anything except be owned
by the malignant “pseudo gifters”. ALL THE
SMILES AND HANDSHAKING ARE NOTHING BUT

PHOTO-OPS TO MAKE SURE THE WORLD KNOWS
THAT THE LITTLE KIDS ARE PATIENTLY
RECEIVED BY THE GREAT SATAN CLAWS.
Even the Governor of the Philippines Central Bank is
in the U.S. with the President of same—shaking hands
and laughing with Mr. O’Neill of the Treasury
Department WHO IS PAID DIRECTLY FROM THE
IMF/WB. YOU ARE THE RECOGNIZED DUPES.
Funny thing, in addition, is that the head of the
World Bank can’t seem to be “nice enough” to her
ladyship from Paradise when a few months ago the
SAME MAN was badgering and promising doom
and gloom upon her economy.
Oh indeed, God’s Plan will ultimately serve well its cause.
And yes, there certainly is a lot of praying goin’ on while
each “side” prays for the total destruction of the other.
And about that World Trade Center; WHERE
ARE THE BODIES? And by the way, can’t
anyone get the story straight? We are told that
there are over 6,000 dead but Mr. Dole says 5,000.
Is it always the principle not the accuracy that
counts? Well, this time the “principle” STINKS!
SO ON TO THE HEALTH SCENE
AND “DOWN WITH SILVER”
Want to handle one more shocker of the
week—somewhere else besides Anthrax in the U.S.
house of uncommons?
Try this little daily information tid-bit:
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, November 21,
2001 (that is just yesterday). And yes, silver ionized
“stuff” would knock it in less than 24 hours with
nothing except recovery to wait for in the healing.
Why? Because you are dealing with something that
is not ordinary “measles”, Dr. Watson:]
RARE MEASLES VIRUS DOWNS N’SAMAR KIDS
Health Secretary Manuel Dayrit warned Filipinos
yesterday on the spread of measles as he confirmed
that a measles epidemic had hit Northern Samar,
where at least 500 cases had been reported.
Dayrit said parents of young children, who have
not received anti-measles vaccine, are advised to go to
the nearest health center for vaccination.
If the vaccine is not available, Dayrit said parents
should make sure their children get adequate Vitamin A
to strengthen their resistance against the disease.
Dayrit revealed that a Department of Health team has
been sent to help the DOH field office in Northern Samar
in administering treatment to measles victims.
Another team has been sent to Saranggari
providence to check reports of a measles outbreak there.
Measles is caused by a virus that does not have
a cure. It is not a deadly disease, and in normal
cases, a patient can recover within several days.
However, some children suffer complications like
pneumonia and diarrhea which may lead to death.
Dayrit said malnourished children who get sick
of measles have the most difficulty in fighting the
virus and commonly succumb to complications.
Dayrit stressed that government has a yearly
measles vaccination program, but he lamented that
the vaccine does not reach far-flung areas.
As of this writing, at least 35 children have
died of measles in Northern Samar while some 445
others have been hospitalized.
Provincial Health Officer Dr. Ignacio Pacho
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described the situation as “alarming”. He noted that at
least nine of the 24 municipalities of the province have
been affected.
“THIS IS NOT JUST AN ORDINARY VIRUS.
THIS STRAIN OF MEASLES OR FEVER WHICH
HIT OUR PLACE IS TOTALLY UNFAMILIAR TO
US BECAUSE WE EASILY CURED ORDINARY
CASES IN THE PAST,” Pacho said.
A DOH team is now investigating the
“STRANGE” virus in the province.
The office of Gov. Raul Daza, meanwhile, is
also exerting all efforts to stop the epidemic.
Last Nov. 16, a 14-man fact-finding team braved the
strong winds, heavy rains, and the flooded river of
Pambujan to visit the remote town of Silvino Lobos,
where the epidemic is believed to have started.
The team, which included nurses, medical
technologists and sanitary engineers, has yet to establish
what caused the rapid spread of the disease.
Observers theorized that the frequent changing in
weather condition in the province may have contributed
to the measles outbreak.—Rainier Allan Ronda
[END OF QUOTING]
Vitamin A? (???) Well, for you inquiring
minds who want to know, let it be recognized that
a PUSH of vitamin A always comes along with
something that brings hazard to the eyes.
There is a disease caused by a virus/microbe
WHICH IS CALLED RIVER BLINDNESS in Africa.
It is also prevalent in dirty water and contaminated
field water which ends up with many affects but the
worst is BLINDNESS. So does this “strange” new
virus presented above. Measles itself can result in
severe eye damage if you “old folk” remember that
you had to stay down and in a darkened room to
prevent the light from damaging your eyes in the
throes of measles—a rather routine childhood disease.
Well, that same measles in the first trimester of
pregnancy can, and often does, present a malformed
child and is reason enough for a medical abortion. THIS
IS SERIOUS, PEOPLE, and hardly anyone notices.
NO CURE! (????) May Satan forbid that any
suggestions be forthcoming from we the restrained.
Neither measles virus nor this “STRANGE” virus can
last 4 minutes in a silver colloidal solution. But for
goodness sakes, let’s put everyone in jail who mentions
such an outrageous possibility, proven to be so over
hundreds of years. Perhaps we should give all those
children this new “bullet” radioactive treatment which we
now, since day before yesterday are “monoclonal
antibodies” which latch onto and block the action of
receptors, proteins that jut outside cells.
Oh darn, didn’t I just overlook the fact that
there is no left-over toxic radioactive material to be
had in the Philippines, from nuclear plants and arms
production? Except, of course, the wrong kind at
CLARK FIELD to maim and deform the people
unfortunate to walk through. Thank you, U.S., for your
care packages to the poor and destitute of the world.
The Philippines actually got as far as spending
on Nuclear Power—and the going joke: “The only
place in the world where graft and corruption paid
2-to-one. One for the price of two.” Oh well.
Lester Keiler in New Zealand says that not only is
silver colloid available in any old store but is advertised
on media with all its “curative” properties openly
presented. My gosh, and New Zealand is owned by the
British Empire’s Queen. You know, that Empire which
has joined at the brain level the operation against terror,

the old U.S.A.—also a colony of same.
Oh well, only in FREE-AMERICA? Certainly
seems that way, doesn’t it?
I would note that the Taliban in Afghanistan held a
news conference last evening—to counter the outright
lies of the media, inclusive of named CNN.
People, I’m sorry, but you have been HAD again and
again and again. Truth, as touted, is the first to be
sacrificed in war. This is, however, totally absurd.
Perhaps this, coming from a CHRISTIAN country, is
WHY Islam is the fastest-growing “religion” on Earth.
God has mercy—but HE also “allows” you on the
Free-Will place to do that which you will, and my
goodness, you certainly do, don’t you? You have
become brain-dead zombies as a majority of humanity.
Where will it end? It won’t. You may well “end” in
your perception of “end” but “it” will not. Unfortunately
for some of you—it will never end and you can count
on it. This journey is but an experience in manifest
expression. The best (or worst) is yet to come.
What is good and what is bad? Certainly it does
depend on your perspective regarding your own position.
To my team in the field—be extremely cautious
while checking the egg-shells around your feet. We
must not even appear to be political in these issues
abounding. We have a program and whatever else is
attended, it DOES NOT INCLUDE US.
The people will be wanting us to PAY for everything,
or anything, and that is the biggest NO of all. Hear me
well: If you step beyond our limitations as outlined, you
WILL be making an incorrect assumption of assistance.
So, keep right on doing what you ARE, try to finalize
some of the alternative objectives and keep including old
acquaintances on the new possibilities as the case is being
joined regarding the Bank Sentral. A LOT of people will
want to rejoin the backup brigade. THAT MAY NOT BE
OUR THRUST. Just don’t bite on their “changed
attitudes” in order to get inside and close to you—again.
Do not even think about allowing this place to be central
headquarters for inquiries or planning other than as you
are included in the planning leadership information circle.
THIS MUST BE A FILIPINO ACTION—PERIOD.
There is already foolishness taking place to disallow
you privacy in your own meetings as some feel far more
welcome than others—AT ANY TIME and into anyone
else’s business, even if just in eavesdropping. So,
consider yourselves warned. These people walk all over
one another as part of acceptable game-playing but it is
WRONG and it is “costly” indeed. I remind you that it
is imperative to maintain friendship but arms-length
associations. We offer a JOINT venture—not a “we do
it” and “you get it”. The program is mandatory for both
to participate but our limitations are exact, explicit and
mandatory to stay with the agreements. This will
become ever more increasingly important.
THIS IS NOT “OUR” MANDATE—IT IS OF THIS
SOVEREIGN NATION AND PEOPLE WHERE YOU
ARE BUT VISITORS. YOU DON’T EVEN GO UP THE
DOWN ESCALATOR, SHOOT OFF A FIRECRACKER
OR YOUR MOUTH, PLEASE. WE WILL CRAWL
OUR WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS AS BEST WE
CAN WITH AS MUCH ACCOMPLISHED AS IS
POSSIBLE. THINGS ARE SERIOUSLY TROUBLED
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA—FOR WHAT HAPPENS IN
MINDANAO NOW, HAPPENS TO ALL OF THE
ISLAMIC STATES AROUND THE AREA.
To mistreat the Muslims in Ramadan is not wise on
the government’s part and will worsen as you work
toward Christmas holidays in which you now find selves.
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This is worse than that “clash of cultures” you hear so
much about these days—for CHRIST is not “up for
grabs” for any “select” or “elect” groupie who claims
same with evil in his heart and mouth.
As this year passes on KNOW it is truly a “big
event” both in close and beginning. Be that as it may,
we have our work to do. This was to be a transition
period and I believe, by watching the games afoot, it is
truly a rather desperate time for the grabbers, in addition
to trying to get rid of any spiritual truth remaining.
I hope that there will be opportunity to share the
“letter to a sister” just received in “copy” form. It is
truly sad when those of great preaching and
misinformation seal their minds as if Truth will destroy
whatever they have become in the eyes of themselves.
Ego is a master of deceit to match its teacher/trainer. It
isn’t even subtle, readers, so you must hold to your own
strength and KNOWING and allow. If “allowing” is
good enough for Creator who dwells within each soul,
it must be acceptable to all who will seek Truth that it
not be missed in the passing.
Man is given to interpret and repeat—most often
incorrectly in either repeating something or actual realization.
Go down that wrong-way street and often there is no way
OUT. The worst though is to go over a bridge to that oneway street while burning that bridge in the crossing. You
often find a DEAD END and no way back. Just always
KNOW that unless a man’s name is “Mr. Christ”,
“CHRIST” is a “state of being”, not a label.
Until YOU can accept the responsibility of
LEARNING TRUTH, you will wallow in confusion
and usually pronounce your misperceptions
unmercifully onto the heads of others.
You cannot “BELIEVE” in God, friends—you
must KNOW God.
So be it, for as it is that God is WITHIN
“and” without, you can never be free of same.
You can push, turn away and do what you will but
you cannot remove your Creator from self. It is
like trying to change your DNA—you CANNOT!
You indeed do “need” God and therein lies the
unfortunate push and pull of having SO MANY of them.
Usually, you can truly just follow the money trail at the
weekly gathering. And yet, one needs to have
responsibility for himself if we are to achieve a better
way. Man, like the physician, often needs to “heal self”.
Man asks for miracles but expects magic and thus misses
most miracles. The birth of a baby or a tree is equally
miraculous. Both are seeds in God’s garden of Creation.
Once birthed in manifest form—MAN must nurture and
take care—while God watches and “allows”.
Why does “MAN” become of the lie? Because he wants
to be and that wanting is through, finally, choosing.
Thank you who have responded so generously to
back Diane, for in the doing so you have made a
statement for Truth and Freedom and one step more in
a stand against evil that would enslave you.
You do not need to “believe” on someone’s preaching,
people—BOTHER TO GO RESEARCH AND FIND OUT
FOR YOURSELF THAT YOU MIGHT KNOW TRUTH.
Even in the greatest storm there is always the
TRUTH that beyond the clouds there are stars or,
the Sun itself.
I will only offer to show you the way, for that is
what I AM. I will not drag you in chains, anywhere.
You can learn and KNOW or you can believe and
probably remain quite ignorant to the end of “your” days
but not, as the case may be, until the end of days.—GCH
dharma
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FDA Is Enforcement Arm
Of Major Drug Companies
11/16/01—#2 (15-092)
RE: SILVER COLLOID SUSPENSION: HOW IT
WORKS AND WHAT IT IS
Hatonn—NOTATION: To be more explicit about
what is called “Silver Colloid”, or any elemental
solution, we have to call it what it is: a suspension of
elemental ions which remain in suspension due to
their positive charge. In the case of silver,
elemental or metallic mineral is used for the
positive electrode in the processing which
determines both the charge AND the presence of
elemental ions (minute submicroscopic particles).
The extent of impact on a bio-organism is due to
the “charge” and “frequency” of the particulate.
Further, the color will not match the coloration of the
metal when charged electrically. The solution will,
however, attain the “frequency” of its basic elemental
state. Example: silver in charged ionic suspension
(colloid) will be a golden color in solution and,
depending on the content, will vary from transparent
to deep amber-gold. Any fallout will be either ashen
grey or very dark particulate. Gold will produce a
lavender-purple solution when ionically charged.
These minute charged particles are totally harmless
and no side-effects have ever been noted from a pure
suspension (colloid) of any metallic electrode that is pure
and has no alloy present and is in its natural format.
We will only offer that which is public
knowledge as presented for supplemental use and
that which research scientists and physicians have
found to be factual reference.
HOW DOES COLLOIDAL SUSPENSION SILVER
ACTUALLY WORK?
This will refer only to the actual physical
properties in use. These references will not cover
the basic action or properties involved in the
solution itself, as referenced above.
[QUOTING excerpt from information developed by
an AP search as to “drugs” for various uses:]
Another supplement under serious academic study as
an all-purpose drug is silver. It has been hawked for
decades as a popular remedy for a variety of ailments,
so microbiologist Ron Leavitt at Brigham Young
University balked three years ago when a company first
asked him to test its solution scientifically.
“I said, ‘Go away!’” he recalled in an interview.
“I fully expected it not to do a thing.”
Reluctantly agreeing, he compared the silver
compound to the common antibiotic tetracycline in
action against 11 germs. In each case, he says, the
silver compound worked as well or better. Leavitt
says he doubted his own findings, so he did the
experiments again; and again. The results were the
same against those strains and nine others. One was
E. coli, another potential agent of terrorism.
The interested company, American Biotech Labs of
Alpine, Utah, has begun to test the solution for anthrax

and ear infections, says spokesman Keith Moeller.
Leavitt says silver, at the levels used in the solution,
appears to be toxic to germs but safe for people. He
plans to extend his experiments to animals. He suspects
the silver acts as a catalyst, perhaps promoting a reaction
that short-circuits a germ’s energy metabolism
One potential drawback, he said, is the danger of
killing desirable germs, like those that protect the skin
and mouth against disease microbes. Immune-regulating
drugs are less likely to show this disadvantage, because
the immune system knows pretty well how to tell
friendly forces from those of the enemy.
[H: This is not usually a problem at all because
the “friendly” flora is at a FREQUENCY compatible
with the host body. This is why you are dealing here
with something easily compared to an immunesystem-enhancing supplement. When your immune
system is rendered useless, you are going to be
unable to withstand any assault of magnitude to
present dis-ease.] [END OF QUOTING]
WHAT IS COLLOIDAL (SUSPENSION) SILVER?
This comes from Marvin Robey, one of the premier
“expert” researchers in the field of Colloidal Silver.
[QUOTING:]
What EXACTLY is Colloidal Silver?
So, what is this “silver ion”? Well, it’s really more
commonly known as “colloidal silver”. It is presently
available in health food stores and by mail order suppliers.
Simply put, it is extremely minute-sized silver particles
suspended in water, with a positive electrical charge.
The smaller the silver particles, the more effective it
has been proven to be. The best colloidal silver is
produced at the molecular level. A small D.C. current
is passed through an electrolyte with silver electrodes.
Minute, molecular sized particles are drawn off of the
positive electrode, having a positive electrical charge.
This electrical charge is of primary importance to
healing and anti-bacterial qualities....
[H: The charge will remain intact indefinitely
unless electromagnetically discharged. Therefore,
any suspension holding its “color” is “good”
and will remain indefinitely “good” for use.
We only suggest use of “pure” colloidal
suspension because all other electrolyte “mixes”
present some chlorides and salts. Some producers
use stabilizers such as a protein. This may well
stabilize the solution but CAN introduce
problems in rare cases. Some even add food
coloring to produce the color desired but this
hides the true quality of the colloid produced.]
Silver has been known to be a bactericide for at
least 1200 years (documented). Even in ancient
times, it was known to prevent disease and it was said
that disease could not be transmitted by drinking from
a silver cup. Silver coins were commonly dropped
into a jar to prevent the spoilage of milk and other
drink, and silver containers were used to prolong the
freshness of foods in general. Even today, we
commonly call all tableware “silverware” although today
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it is more commonly stainless steel. Until almost 1970
it was common usage for scientists to put a silver
dime in a petri dish to sterilize the dish. Silver was
long used for plates for the surgical repair of bones.
In the 1920s, 30s and 40s, silver was ground very
fine like flour, suspended in water and was used orally
for many infections and disease conditions, topically on
burns, and for fungal infections. OVER 650 BACTERIA,
VIRUS, AND FUNGI WERE CONSIDERED
TREATABLE WITH THIS SILVER IN 1938. With the
development of the patented antibiotics, silver was
forgotten in the United States and most other places,
although the antibiotics are only effective against bacteria,
not viruses, yeast, or fungi, as is silver. Now, with the
greatly improved modern colloids, the tables are turning
and silver may be the most effective treatment.
The 1994 issue of Newsweek featured a six-page
article, “Antibiotics, the End of Miracle Drugs?” as
the cover story. “The rise of drug-resistant germs is
unparalleled in recorded history,” according to the
article. “Penicillin and tetracycline lost their power
over staph back in the 1950s and 60s. Another
antibiotic, methicillin, provided a backup for a while,
but methicillin-resistant staph is now common in
hospitals and nursing homes worldwide. Trying to
cripple bacteria’s defenses will not do much more
than buy us five to ten years. A better strategy might
be to abandon antibiotics altogether in favor of
different kinds of drugs.” Not a very pretty picture.
The September, 1995 issue of Time magazine
featured an article titled “Revenge of the Killer Microbes”.
Sounds like a science-fiction thriller, doesn’t it? But
Time was serious. “Faced with AIDS, and with an ever
increasing number of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, doctors
were forced to admit that the medical profession was
actually retreating in the battle against germs. The
question ceased to be, ‘When will infectious disease
be wiped out?’ and became ‘Where will the next
deadly new plague appear?’ Humanity once had
the hubris to think it could control or even conquer
all these microbes but anyone who reads today’s
headlines knows how vain that hope turned out to be.
New scourges are emerging—AIDS is not the only
one—and older diseases like TUBERCULOSIS are rapidly
evolving into forms that are RESISTANT TO
ANTIBIOTICS. In 1992, 13,300 hospital patients died
of infections that resisted every drug doctors tried.”
The basic problem is simply that bacteria have
a tremendous ability to adapt to substances. They
can and do mutate to overcome antibiotics. When
the antibiotics destroy the bacteria which are
susceptible to them, they can clear the way for the
resistant bacteria to move in uninhibited.
Still another problem that has plagued the medical
profession from the beginning with modern antibiotics has
been that beneficial bacteria and organisms play various
important, natural functions in the body. Antibiotics often
play havoc with some of these friendly organisms,
producing long-lasting side effects that may be difficult to
correct. Science Digest suggested an answer to all of these
catastrophic problems back in March of 1978 in an article
titled “Our Mightiest Germ Fighter”. This article by Jim
Powell stated: “THANKS TO EYE-OPENING
RESEARCH, SILVER IS EMERGING AS A WONDER OF
MODERN MEDICINE. AN ANTIBIOTIC KILLS
PERHAPS A HALF-DOZEN DIFFERENT DISEASE
ORGANISMS, BUT SILVER KILLS SOME 650.
RESISTANT STRAINS FAIL TO DEVELOP.
MOREOVER, SILVER IS VIRTUALLY NON-TOXIC.”
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One reason that the antibiotics have been so
popular in the medical field is due to the fact that
they can be patented.
Therefore, the
pharmaceutical companies find it financially
worthwhile to keep the doctors educated in their
medicines, while other products go unnoticed.
Silver, on the other hand, is not patentable and there are
no huge profits in it, so it is not worth heavy promotion.
The high-priced products run over the low cost
products, simply because they are more profitable.
All of this is happening at the same time that
disease bacteria are developing immunity to modern
antibiotics. Furthermore, the immunity to the antibiotics
seems to be developing all over the world, even in
isolated areas. The medical profession is alarmed.
Can silver save us? Many authorities think so.
In Use of Colloids in Health and Disease, author
Dr. Henry Crooks says that colloidal silver is highly
germicidal. In laboratory tests he found that “all
fungus, virus, bacterium, streptococcus, staphylococcus,
and other pathogenic organisms are killed in three or
four minutes. In fact, there is no microbe known that
is not killed by colloidal silver in six minutes or less in
a dilution as little as 5 parts per million. Dr. Crooks
found colloidal silver particularly effective in intestinal
problems, and tells us there are no serious effects
whatsoever from high concentrations.
In Colloidal Silver by The Association for
Colloidal Research, it is reported that: “Medical Journal
Reports and documented studies spanning 100 years
indicate NO KNOWN SIDE EFFECTS FROM
ORAL OR I.V. ADMINISTRATION OF
PROPERLY MANUFACTURED COLLOIDAL
SILVER IN ANIMAL OR HUMAN TESTING.” ...
“THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A REPORTED
REACTION WITH COLLOIDAL SILVER AND
ANY PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION...”
[H: This is because there “cannot” be, for we
are talking electromagnetic FREQUENCY and
not, in this reference, particulate.]
In Perceptions magazine of May/June 1996,
Mark Metcalf states: “I made a 16 ounce solution of
well over 250 ppm and drank it. I repeated this
procedure four days in a row, daily ingesting at least
the equivalent of a 5-ppm solution! I did not eat
yogurt or acidophilus or compensate for friendly
bacteria loss in any way. The only side effect was
that I seemed to feel better!”
Some other researchers do tell us, however, that
in prolonged, very heavy doses, some silver
compounds will leave gray deposits in the heavier
skin folds such as the knuckles. This condition is
known as “Argyria”. The only problem to these
deposits is said to be the cosmetic appearance and
the condition is said TO BE RARE. Some experts
say THIS CONDITION HAS NEVER BEEN
KNOWN TO OCCUR FROM SILVER IN THE
COLLOIDAL STATE. Other experts say this
condition has never been known to occur from silver
in high, prolonged dosages. The very small particle
size in the colloidal silver would seem to make this
possibility remote and this very small particle size is
by far the most effective form of silver. Argyria is
correctable with laser treatment, like a tattoo.
[H: Moreover, the rare individual who
reports such problems always has other
MAJOR health problems that caused the
use of the silver in the first place, AND

LIVED TO COMPLAIN OF THE SILVER
INSTEAD OF FUNERAL EXPENSES.]
Furthermore, colloidal silver should not be
used along with intravenous EDTA chelation, as
silver is a metal and EDTA works by absorbing
and removing metals from the blood. For this
reason, the two work against each other.
[H: In this instance as well, however, you
only have a neutralizing effect and NOT
detrimental reactions. Silver will itself bond
heavy metals and it too will cleanse the
system of the toxic metal particles.]
The evidence appears to support the theory that
colloidal silver is highly effective against all strains of
pathogenic bacteria, while any one antibiotic is only
effective against a few certain bacterial strains.
Furthermore, antibiotics have never been effective
against viruses, yeast, or fungi. Yet, researchers are
telling us that colloidal silver has produced phenomenal
results in tissue healing and reconstruction as well as
reducing scar tissue in clinical tests. Severe cuts and
wounds have healed in much less time.
* * *
This statement has not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
Dharma
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Well, these laws do not hold, yet, in the Philippines
and so this information is also targeted at those people
of the Philippines and elsewhere so that they do not
have to suffer the same limited fate as the old U.S.A.
who no longer offers freedom of anything to anyone.
THE COLLOIDAL SILVER CONSPIRACY
[QUOTING the LIFE & HEALTH RESEARCH
GROUP, 25277 W. Main St., Dept. J, Lynwood, CA 92311:]
INTRODUCING THE POWERFUL
NATURAL ANTIBIOTIC
THEY WANT TO TAKE AWAY FROM YOU!
WHY IS THE FDA WORKING TO KEEP
THIS VITAL LIFE-SAVING KNOWLEDGE
A SECRET FROM YOU?

Incredibly, the Food & Drug Administration
(FDA) has now ruled that you cannot be told about
the amazing and potentially life-saving, infectionfighting properties of colloidal silver. Yet, since its
discovery over 90 years ago, colloidal silver has
saved more lives from deadly infections than any
other natural substance in existence. Hundreds of
studies conducted over the past 90 years at top
medical universities in both Europe and America have
11/16/01—#3 (15-092)
confirmed the phenomenal infection-fighting powers of
this safe, proven, all-natural antibiotic substance.
RE: COLLOIDAL SILVER AND THE FOOD
In fact, at Syracuse Medical University it was
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, U.S.A.
demonstrated by Dr. Robert O. Becker, M.D. and
his colleagues that colloidal silver ions can kill many
CAN THE FDA DO THIS?
of the deadly infectious microorganisms that no
YES, THEY CAN AND APPARENTLY HAVE! longer respond to prescription antibiotic drugs! And
in laboratory tests colloidal silver has been
Hatonn—The following will contain information demonstrated to kill over 650 different diseaseregarding limitations on such as Colloidal Silver and causing pathogens—amazingly, most of them die
that literally means, any colloidal elements.
within six minutes of direct contact!
This is the very type of “news” and rulings that
would have of necessity been sent by the FDA to
FDA ACTS TO RESTRICT INFORMATION
any manufacturers or distributors of any such
ABOUT COLLOIDAL SILVER’S POWERFUL
substances. So, this is directly relevant to the
INFECTION-FIGHTING PROPERTIES!
Federal Case now pending against Diane Kunick.
She was given NO INFORMATION on the
Yet the heavy-handed goons at the FDA don’t
subject and on July 14 or so of 2000 the agents raided want you to ever discover this vital and potentially
her home in the early morning at gunpoint and were IN life-saving information about colloidal silver. In fact,
HER HOME before she was aware of entry.
late last year they passed a brand new “Final
Obviously, it turns out by affidavits entered Ruling” that effectively restricts the American
with said FDA, the other parties who actually public from learning the full truth about the powerful
held and ran the corporation which was the infection-fighting properties of colloidal silver!
“Mother” of the little distributorship, KNEW and
The new FDA ruling places severe restrictions on
did in fact set up the raids, made it public in two what can be said about colloidal silver in advertising
States and splashed the news around the world. and labeling. In fact, in spite of its medically
Interestingly enough the same substances can documented 90-year history of safe and effective
simply be labeled “Supplement” and be fine—but you use, the FDA has now ruled that colloidal silver can
can’t even talk about any other benefits.
no longer be sold in the United States if it is
T h e r e i s n o t h i n g t h a t s a y s a p a p e r , i . e . , described as an infection-fighting agent! Instead, it
C O N T A C T , c a n ’ t p r i n t t h e i n f o r m a t i o n f o r can now only be described as a “mineral
informational and educational purposes. In fact, supplement”. If it is described as anything else in
this might well save the FDA from having to the advertising and labeling, the FDA can shut down
blunder against some other unsuspecting citizen. the offending company and confiscate its inventory!
There is no sender’s information on the
In essence, the FDA has ruled that the
document, so we can only reprint it with full American public no longer has the right to know
appreciation and recognition of the original what a powerful and medically proven infectionresource.
T H I S i s h o w w e s c a t t e r t h e fighting agent colloidal silver is!
information, readers, for you have no open press,
(But as you’ll see, we’re going head-to-head with
media or freedoms under your Constitution.
the FDA in order to bring to you the comprehensive
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and potentially life-saving knowledge they’ve been
working so feverishly to keep secret from you. In
fact, we’ve arranged for you to receive a significant
50% discount on a comprehensive new manual that
will not only teach you how to use colloidal silver to
protect yourself and your family against serious,
life-threatening pathogens, but will also teach you
how to make your own safe, pure, therapeutic-quality
colloidal silver in just minutes, for only pennies per
batch! More on that in just a moment...)
HOW COULD SUCH A THING
HAPPEN IN AMERICA?
Over the past decade thousands of Americans have
quietly abandoned the use of prescription antibiotic
drugs and have turned instead to the use of safe,
natural colloidal silver. In fact, when people
discovered they could cure the vast majority of their
own infections—quickly, safely and effectively—with a
few dollars’ worth of colloidal silver, word began to
spread rapidly among the American public. The giant
pharmaceutical companies quickly realized they
would soon be losing tens of millions of dollars
annually in sales of their expensive prescription
antibiotic drugs if they didn’t do something about it.
Initially, they demanded that the FDA ban the sale
of colloidal silver altogether. But try as they might,
the FDA couldn’t find sufficient grounds for a ban.
After all, colloidal silver has a fully documented 90year medical history of safety and effectiveness!
Not to be stopped, the big drug firms rapidly
switched gears: They began pressuring the FDA to
restrict the public’s access to information about
colloidal silver. They simply didn’t want any more
people to learn how powerful and effective colloidal
silver really is against infectious microorganisms and
the deadly diseases they can cause. And in a move
that has stunned the medical community, the FDA
promptly bowed to the wishes of the global
pharmaceutical giants, placing into law the infamous
new “Final Ruling” on colloidal silver in July 1999.
How could this happen in America today?
Unfortunately, it has become abundantly clear that
the FDA is now little more than the
enforcement arm of the major drug companies!
Literally billions of dollars in profits are pocketed
annually by these pharmaceutical giants thanks to the
monopoly they hold on the sale of expensive prescription
antibiotic drugs. And colloidal silver is considered to be
the biggest threat to that multi-billion dollar annual
monopoly on prescription antibiotics. Of course,
anything that threatens those kinds of profits—and
promises to put the power to heal serious infections
back into the hands of average Americans—must be
regulated into oblivion. And the FDA’s perverse
“medical gestapo” has now attempted to do just that!
WE SIMPLY CAN’T LET THE FDA
GET AWAY WITH THIS ANY LONGER!
By restricting the American public’s access to
information about colloidal silver at the point of sale the
FDA is effectively pronouncing a death sentence on
thousands, perhaps even millions of Americans over
time who will die of infectious illness because they did
not know about the powerful life-saving, infectionfighting properties of this safe, natural substance.

It is well known that many of today’s prescription
antibiotic drugs are simply no longer effective against
pathogenic microorganisms and the deadly infections
they can cause. Even the major news media have
documented the fact that infectious microorganisms are
growing more and more resistant to modern antibiotic
drugs. Some pathogens are now even resistant to
vancomycin, long considered by doctors to be the antibiotic
drug of last resort. And the numbers of these
drug-resistant pathogens are growing higher and higher
every year, killing more and more Americans—particularly
the elderly and the very young who are the least able to
withstand the onslaught of infectious disease!
Yet laboratory tests have demonstrated that a few
cents worth of colloidal silver can kill hundreds of
infectious microorganisms—including many of the
antibiotic-resistant super pathogens—dead in their
tracks! And, because colloidal silver is not a poison like
modern antibiotics, the deadly microorganisms cannot
grow resistant to it. Instead, science tells us that
colloidal silver is a safe, natural substance that attaches
itself to an enzyme receptor site on the outer shell of
pathogenic microorganisms in the human body, and kills
them by preventing them from “respiring”. In essence,
colloidal silver smothers the deadly little critters!
[H: Because it is at this type of discussion that
there are always questions about other colloidal
solutions such as gold, copper, etc., that I have to
remind you of prior information. AS MICROBES
ARE PRESENTED IN TAMPERED-ALTERED
FORM, THE “FREQUENCY” OF THE
MICROBE CHANGES.
IT IS NOT
“RESISTANCE” TO THE COLLOID; IT IS
THAT THE GENETICALLY- OR DNAALTERED MICROBE IS “DIFFERENT” AND
OFTEN NEEDS A HIGHER, OR SOMETIMES A
LOWER, FREQUENCY SOLUTION TO
NEUTRALIZE THE MICROBE ITSELF.
SILVER ITSELF IS STILL SUITABLE FOR
MOST INVADERS BUT FOR THE ONES ON
THEIR WAY AND SOME THAT ARE
ALREADY PRESENT, YOU WILL NEED A
HIGHER-FREQUENCY SUSPENSION.]
We cannot let the global pharmaceutical
conglomerates and their cronies in the FDA restrict this
vital and potentially life-saving information from the
American public any longer—particularly at this crucial
point in time when America is faced with an
unprecedented infectious-disease crisis that is growing
rapidly out of control. That’s why we have
commissioned a brand new publication specifically
designed to blow the lid off the FDA’s conspiracy to
keep you in the dark about colloidal silver. It is called...
THE COLLOIDAL SILVER MANUAL:
INTRODUCING THE POWERFUL
NATURAL ANTIBIOTIC
THEY WANT TO TAKE AWAY FROM YOU
[H: What do I think about this manual? I
don’t. This is the way these people choose to
bring public their information. We have the
benefit of being a public newspaper where
journalistic rights are standing, if not honored
by the government. We also have a right to
publish all the same information for educational
and public interest, the Phoenix Journals AND
YES, THIS WILL ALL BE PUBLISHED IN
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BOOK FORM as we can get around to doing
so. Mr. Bruce Tracy is keeping track so that
the Journals can be printed in proper sequence
and importance of topics with indexing for
convenience of our readers. Ours is but to
share where we can, the work of others and
their presentations. This is certainly not the
only information book on the market and is
relatively expensive compared to several other
very good resources.
However, this is
information and we honor these people for this
valuable resource. We will offer the contact
information at the end of the copy. Thank you.]
Unfortunately, to bring this vital life-saving
information to the American public we have no choice
but to go head-to-head with the FDA and their global
pharmaceutical masters. But we stand firmly—without
fear—on our First Amendment right to free speech.
We absolutely refuse to back down. This vital and
potentially life-saving information must be brought to the
attention of the American public before it is too late!
[END OF QUOTING]
They say you can get this book which is listed
as $129 but it is here slashed to the price of $47.
There are indeed other far-less-expensive
informational books available, so I do not suggest
you go out and get one. You already have been
offered the information up the gazoo from such as our
own presentations, so it certainly seems expensive and
out of range for the information included. But, we
honor the daring ones willing to confront the FDA at
this level. I suggest, however, that writing about the
Silver Colloid is not the problem—but it’s using the
information along with sales of the product itself.
I therefore offer the ordering information and
you can follow up as you choose: LIFE &
HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP, 252 W. Main St.,
Dept. J, Lynwood, CA 92311.
This has basically been an advertisement for the
Manual but the FDA information is valuable to know—
for the FDA obviously has a very nasty, dirty game
underway. When your government wants to put
away—for nine years in Federal Prison with a fine of
$250,000 per count charged—a young Mother who
simply worked for a small company with a branch
distributing vitamins and supplements, YOU ARE IN
SERIOUS TROUBLE, CITIZENS.
Yes, we will keep offering information as it comes to our
attention. Thank you alert citizens who share with us.
If you want freedom, people, you are going to
have to demand it and stop signing lies on plea
bargains just to get the beast out of your hair.
Nobody else has the cause to make sure you have
colloidal silver or anything else—EXCEPT YOU.
Nobody else OWES you, friends. Moreover, the
longer you SUPPORT and fund the very ones who
claim to be your source of Truth and Righteousness
and actually are thieves, liars and cheats, the more
you will get what you demand—trouble.
I cannot ask our friends and staff to bear this
burden FOR you. We will do whatever we can to give
you resource information and welcome your calls and
letters, but you have serious problems when you
support and play with the already declared “enemy”.
So be it.
GOD PROVIDES—YOU DECIDE!—Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn (Ambassador at Large)
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
11/20/01—#1 (15-096)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: WAR IN MINDANAO.
SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY AND PURE IDIOCY—DJE-EE/D (AND
ANYONE ELSE WITH 2 CENTS)
MINDANAO: A WORLD AWAY
OR IN OUR LIVING ROOM?

do, it seems—AND WAIT. It is just a “test transfer”
but that always comes “first”, it appears.
We have warts all over us from kissing toads, but
again: oh well.
CHANGE OF TOPICS
Happy B’day Debbie—but yes indeed, the fountain of
youth has been offered in the paper yesterday, right here in
Vanilaville—I gather from the U.S., so not to worry.
Diane: Do not sign that plea bargain! Please!
There is help arriving and hopefully not on Philippine
Time, but lots is coming forth on the errors of such dealings
as the FDA has dumped on YOU. Those idiots offered you
plea bargains BEFORE, it appears, there are even charges.
This is not unusual, just totally UNLAWFUL UNDER THE
CONSTITUTION OR RULES OF JUSTICE.
We are so grateful for you who have written and
demanded input from the Feds—the letters are excellent and,
if nothing else, this is one hot potato and I, for one, want
to know in a court of law—who did those affidavits, because
if it was only “Mr. Watcher”, we have to have access and
that comes by having the case brought forth.
I know that Cmdr. wants to point out some interesting
things so we won’t waste time on my speculations.
The last things sent by Dr. Carlson’s friend seem
to be an incredible gold mine in about every front
going in confrontation, from property to the “authority”
to act as any of these institutions have done.
Unlawful LAWS are piled on the books only to
find that the original creation of the heinous divisions
and departments were not LEGAL in the first place,
not just “unconstitutional” but outright illegal.
Can we fight such wrongs? No, I don’t really
think so, to any extent, but we certainly CAN stand
on the “facts” of the laws.
Diane is not the only point in this hideous game of evil
intentions. A whole plethora of “causes” hit just yesterday
in the case we will simply to refer to as the Spectrum
miscreants which, at the least, restarts the time limitation.
And yes, in the case of Diane being the ONLY charged
party she can have the backing of the system even more
fairly brought forth than the prosecution which already
looks pretty bad from their activities.
Being brought as a “criminal”/”felony” charge, Diane, if
“convicted” would have access to the entire system all the
way through appeals to the U.S. Supreme Court.
It is VERY difficult to PROVE (especially beyond a
reasonable/shadow of doubt), intentional fraud and intentional
misleading of customers—under ANY circumstances.
The armed jackboot raids topped the no-no operation
and left the miscreants hanging out and the agents
embarrassed. Remember that in two States THE PRESS
WAS WAITING AND WAS DIRECTED BY MISCREANT
ASSOCIATES. Agents said they notified NO ONE.
The top four framers made sure they were SEEN and
recognized elsewhere that fateful day—but such as Bilgers
were seen right in full view directing traffic and communing
with the agents and press. In Las Vegas it was even MORE
interesting—so, I think a day or so in court is worthy of the
effort and I can’t believe Diane is too shy to accommodate
that “cause”, however difficult it appears today. The
“probation” regulations are enough to not settle for
that insane “bargain” the Feds have presented.

In the living room—very definitely, in our soul—TODAY.
We got a “text message” last evening from Mindanao
which stated there were skirmishes in Sulu (Jolo town).
This morning the headlines scream: “Misuari declares war...”.
So, many are killed, more are wounded, the
government military is dropping bombs and the President
visiting in the U.S. doesn’t even think it important
enough to send her own national defense or security
people home from their begging trip. Or, consider it
what it is—a trip to sell out the Philippines.
Over three years here makes you care too much? Perhaps.
However, praise be to God, Allah, Aton, Joe
Smith or whoever, that it IS off its dime and not
festering further. This really puts all the Moros and
Muslims in a very, very bad position.
As nearly as we can tell Elly Pamatong has been,
and probably still is, with Misuari—except that Misuari
is out in front of the troops of haphazard rebels while
I’m confident Elly is quite secure behind the lines.
I just pray that our friends stay home and live
long enough to offer A BETTER WAY to those poor,
poverty-stricken survivors.
We don’t know anything about it EXCEPT there is now
just reason to call in the death squads to “help maintain
order” in the region. Blindness seems to afflict us all as
well as deafness where you need to hear the most.
And who got caught in the bombs and crossfire?
The innocent, of course, while they celebrate the
Holy month of Ramadan.
People: I DON’T LIKE THIS JOB ANY MORE.
E.J. remains practical and suggests we “don’t like it any
less...”, to soften the edges. But no, I like it a LOT LESS
today! How personal can war be? In your dooryard with
the people you love—it is right in your face.
Will what we are doing make a difference? Oh indeed,
eventually it will save the nation and perhaps as the focus
always seems to have impact on the mind and heart FIRST,
it requires a bit of time to sort possibilities.
AND YES, EVERYBODY CLAIMS GOD IS ON
THEIR SIDE! HOW CAN WE CONTINUE TO DO
THESE AWFUL THINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD?
So, back in the highrise, we waited until very late (well,
all night) as we were told some commodity was being
brought to “here” for security for the night to be handled
today as business—and that didn’t happen either.
PERHAPS TODAY? In the overall scheme of life itself
I wonder this morning if it even matters a whit.
Most of everything we watch unfold deals with
POWER and individuals wanting to have THE BIG
STICK and indeed, as with others we have experienced,
speak for and AS God, or who knows what else.
Well, as I wrote that last paragraph, a text came about
the people due last night—they couldn’t “get out” or “in”
or something so will do it Wednesday. What the heck?
God must be back in Heaven because NOTHING MUCH is
COLLOIDS
right with the world. This referring to the old saw: “God is
in His heaven and all’s right with the world!” I think,
What this has done, beyond the moment of terror
however, I begin to have more sympathy for poor old a n d s h o c k , i s t o p r e s e n t o p p o r t u n i t y t o r e a l l y
Pontius Pilote for what was the poor idiot to do? question the FDA. There is so much EXPERT PROOF
Sometimes washing one’s hands is about all you CAN o f S i l v e r c o l l o i d ’ s V A L U E a s t o s h o c k a n y o n e .
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Further, there is now a statement FROM THE FDA that
Silver Colloids (all of the colloids) can be and still are
LEGAL and can be sold as supplements—TODAY.
The FDA law states that “experts” determine...
Oh indeed? Just WHO are “those experts”?
Facts are that the description “colloid” is not
even exactly correct in the description. The solution
of which we speak is pure water ionized with positive
charge using electrodes which we identify so that the
ionization charge is able to be identified clearly and
without doubt as to the substance involved.
Now, students of physics, if our ionized solution is
dangerous or something, how is it that both silver and gold
are used extensively in dental fillings which remain in the
person’s mouth indefinitely? The nerds even approve
“mercury” for that use when silver and gold have NO
known detrimental qualities and mercury is DEADLY. So,
please tell me again about those “experts”. I like the
definition of “expert” which states: “Expert: a has-been drip
under pressure.” Just decide what you want accomplished
and pay off an “expert” to make sure you win your case.
And then, hold your breath for it always gets worse.
In addition, Diane did NOT write the information in the
“catalog” which seems to be a focus while “Catalog” in
itself is about the most “far-out” definition of the product
list. When the mice all ran, the truth was left dangling for
the world to see. There certainly has been no suggestion
that the products were and/or are not other than great.
Moreover, it works out that Diane has almost nothing
to do with any part of the New Gaia “corporation”.
People, it is important to note these things
because this is why you have opportunity to manage
things well and secure yourselves against your “turned
enemies”. They catch themselves in their own traps of
hatred. Let’s please just make sure it happens!
Now to turn to some rather amusing, if not totally
humorous, items in the Science & Technology section
of “Business” in The Philippine STAR (Monday,
Nov. 19, 2001). I hope you will all read these things
with “silver colloid suspension” in mind and see what
the FDA can do about such things as “sweat”.
[QUOTING:]
HUMAN SWEAT CONTAINS VERSATILE ANTIBIOTIC
NEW YORK (AP)—Your sweat might help you
fight germs.
Researchers have found that human sweat
contains a versatile antibiotic that might be on the
front lines against disease-causing bacteria.
Scientists already knew that skin contains germfighting substances that go to work after skin injury
and during wound healing. The new work found a
protein in sweat that was much different chemically.
The work, published online by the journal Nature
Immunology, is presented by scientists at Eberhard
Karls University in Turbingen, Germany.
They call the newfound substance dermicidin.
They found it in samples of human sweat and determined
that the gene for it is active in sweat glands.
They also showed that it was effective against
several disease-causing bacteria, including those that
cause skin infections like impetigo.
Dermicidin “probably plays a key role in the innate
immune responses of the skin,” the researchers wrote.
[For you net-addicts: Nature Immunology: http://
immunol.nature.com]
[H: I would suggest you might find even more
interesting stuff if you look and certainly you all
should look, because I believe you might want to build
a good case as more of you are set to die at the hands
of the King Drug-Chemical industries.]
[END OF QUOTING]
Here’s another good one which we can relate to
correspondence from Dr. Edwin Young to E.J. Ekker:
[QUOTING:]
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SCIENTISTS SAY MUSICIANS’ BRAINS
WIRED DIFFERENTLY
SAN DIEGO (AP)—The brain waves of
professional musicians respond to music in a way that
suggests they have an intuitive sense of the notes
that amateurs lack, researchers said.
Neuroscientists, using brainscanning MRI machines to
peer inside the minds of professional German violinists...
[H: STOP RIGHT THERE. No MRI machine can peer
INSIDE THE “MIND” OF ANYONE. Even if you can look
at the brain—it is NOT the mind.] [END OF QUOTING]
I don’t even want to go further on this one because I
recall in the heat of professing his great genius qualifications
in preparation of stealing the paper, Ed wrote that he had the
qualifications for deciphering just about all things. He equated
his expertise to himself having “perfect tonal pitch” while E.J.
did NOT. My goodness, now the “experts” have somehow
peered inside the mind and call the shots.
Next is another good one here on the same page:
[QUOTING excerpts:]
TINY ‘SMART BOMB’
CAN KILL CANCER CELLS WITH RADIATION.
WASHINGTON (AP)—A single atom of radioactive
material in a microscopic cage can be injected into the body
and act like a cancer “smart bomb”, finding, invading and
zapping tumor cells, according to laboratory studies that
may lead soon to human trials, researchers say.
Dr. David Scheinberg of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center in New York said tests of the smart-bomb technique in
mice showed that it selectively kills cancer cells and
substantially prolongs the life of lab animals with tumors.
“You could inject several million of these molecules
and they would circulate around, find their target cells,
be taken inside and then kill the cells,” said Scheinberg.
“These are extraordinarily potent drugs.”
A report on the research appears in the journal Science. In
their study, Scheinberg and his associates created a cancer smart
bomb putting a SINGLE ATOM OF ACTINIUM-WW5, A
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE, INSIDE A MICROSCOPIC CAGE
MADE BY DOW CHEMICAL CO. IN FREEPORT, TEXAS.
The isotope is a byproduct of nuclear power plants and
nuclear weapons manufacturing. It radiates a low-level dose
of alpha particles. As it decays, Actinium-225 produces three
daughter atoms, each of which also gives out alpha particles.
Scheinberg said the cage, made of carbon and
nitrogen, is shaped like a ring with the actinium-225 atom
inside. They are held together in the same way that
magnets can stick together—the isotope has a positive
charge and the molecular cage has a negative charge.
“The ring holds the atom in the center like a hula
hoop containing a basketball,” said Scheinberg.
Attached to the cage and atom is an antibody, a protein
that will lock onto a corresponding protein on the surface of
a cell. Scheinberg calls the couples a “nanogenerator”
because it is small, but still gives off atomic radiation.
When the nanogenerator is injected into the body, it
travels through the bloodstream until the antibody locks
onto a cell and the entire complex moves inside the cell.
Once inside, the alpha particles radiated from the
Actinium-225 will kill the cell. The additional alpha particles
from the daughter atoms can be deadly to nearby cells.
“Each of the daughters can release an alpha
particle that can kill a cell,” said Scheinberg. “So you
get four punches for the same delivery.”
Tests exposing the caged atom to laboratory cultures
showed that it could kill a variety of cancers, including cells
of leukemia, lymphoma, breast, ovarian and prostate cancer.
HE SAID THE MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING
GROUP PLANS EARLY NEXT YEAR TO FILE FOR
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION APPROVAL
TO TEST THE CANCER TREATMENT ON HUMANS.
[D: Now THAT makes me feel safe and secure.]
But he cautioned that years of study remain before the

technique can become routine therapy. [D: Well, there
goes the cancer cure and billions of dollars...]
One UNKNOWN, Scheinberg said, IS THE EFFECT THE
NANOGENERATOR MIGHT HAVE ON NORMAL TISSUE....
[END OF QUOTING]
Enough, the next statement may be that somebody or
other might turn a bit blue. Anybody interested in more:
http://www.curekalert.org. And, Memorial-Sloan-Kettering:
http://www.mskcc.org/makcc/html/44.cfm
Now another even bigger biggy:
[QUOTING same source, same page, same day, same paper:]
THE MIRACLES OF ANTI-AGING
By Dr. Arnold De Vera.

* Lower cholesterol,
* Fewer wrinkles,
* Elimination of cellulite,
* Sharper vision,
* Improved mood, and
* Better retention memory.
Now that we know that aging is a treatable medical condition,
we can now convert a hyposomatotrophic patient into a
eusomasatotrophic one to combat old age. This is all backed up
by solid evidence and double blind studies. There is no longer
a reason to wait until you are very old to start your own
rejuvenation because it is most beneficial to start at the age of 21
when HGH begins to decline. I started when I was 25.
HGH MECHANISMS

No one is immune to death. But at the least, we can
challenge it and deprive it of an early victory by prolonging
our lives as humanely as possible. Life is like chess, you
have to study the ending to succeed, and to live life to the
fullest, you have to study death and dying. A paradox?
No, it is reality at its best. My colleagues have accused me
of being an immortalist but, in truth, I’m just a hard-nosed
realist who knows his genetic limitations and also believes
that these limitations can be manipulated genetically and
homeostatically to one’s own advantage.
What is DEATH? You have to define it to combat it
effectively. Decrease oxygen, effective circulation down,
antioxidant and homeostasis lack. Toxin accumulation.
Hormonal imbalance.
What is anti-aging medicine? It is an art and science
of prolonging life, delaying and reversing the aging process
and attempting to combat or delay death. And how exactly
do we propose to do that: by exactly reversing decrease in
oxygen by giving oxygen and assuring there is no block in
the airway; effective circulation down by securing an open
line to the cardiovascular system using dextrose, blood or
plasma expanders; solving antioxidant lack by infusing
antioxidants, vitamins and minerals; and treating toxin
accumulation by detoxification using dialysis, EDTA for
heavy-metal poisoning, etc. Hormonal imbalance is treated
by giving HGH, thyroid extract, testosterone, estrogen,
progesterone, insulin, etc., as the case warrants.
THEORIES OF AGING
[D: Now if any of you can explain the NEXT, God bless you.]
Theories of aging abound but I propose and
advocate a universal theory of aging to unify age-old
concepts and new ones. I call this theory “BIOSTASISKINESIS” which means that homo sapiens (man) interacts
with his internal as well as his external milieus,
producing a balance distinct to homeostasis which
deals only with the internal environment or milieu.
What this theory proposes is to combine all the
most feasible and plausible theories like the wear and
tear, calorie restriction, free radical, genetic control,
neuro endocrine and telomerase theories of aging into
one and treat the patient accordingly.
The mainstay of anti-aging medicine in the use of
human growth hormone (HGH) injection to counteract SDA
(Somatotropin Deficiency Syndrome or Somatopausde),
which produces most of the so-called miracles, to wit:
* Younger, thicker skin,
* Stronger bones,
* Increase in muscle mass,
* Decrease of body fat,
* A stronger immune system,
* Tissue regeneration/wound healing, recovery in surgery.
* Higher energy level,
* Enhanced sexual performance, including growth of
penis size,
* Regrowth of heart, livers, spleen, kidneys and other
organs that shrink with age,
* Greater cardiac output,
* Better exercise performance,
* Improved kidney function,

There is a new world to conquer since we have
discovered a “new fountain of youth” which is enough to
bridge the gap to immortality until such time that medical
advances are complete to take on old age and dying.
For now, we are content to be semi-immortalists (up
to 180 years old) a far cry to Methuselah’s 969.
HGH stops aging in the cells probably through these
mechanisms: stopping wear and tear on the cellular level and
stopping apoptosis which is programmed cell death by
stimulating the cells to produce protease inhibitors.
HGH also reverses heart disease and heart failure,
prevents strokes and heart attacks, lowers cholesterol and
instead of aggravating diabetes may actually help it
according to studies, reverses atherosclerosis and
osteoporosis, lessens obesity, helps in sexual rejuvenation,
increases zest for life, enhances memory, reverses brain
shrinkage and Alzheimer, and fights wasting in AIDS.
It is apparent from my anti-aging lectures to other
doctors in Cebu, Davao and Manila that there is a
dearth in the learning curve among doctors regarding
anti-aging. So we really have to educate the public
about the benefits of anti-aging medicine.
There is an abundance of charlatans and quacks who
even advertises “free anti-aging lectures” but who are
actually selling herbs. Herbs are good but up to a
certain extent only because it is very hard to give in their
optimum dose and they lack quality that sometimes they
contain contaminants and hard metals like lead and
mercury which could be fatal and cause death.
I advise the general public to beware of these con men.
If you need help, call the secretariat of the Philippine
Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine Inc. at 721-2592, and it will
refer you to reputable, authentic and certified anti-aging
specialist. [D: Yes indeed, right to Dr. Arnold De Vera!]
(The author is a noted cosmetic plastic surgeon who
toured the United States and Asia for new techniques and
technologies in anti-aging medicine and cosmetic plastic
surgery. He can be reached at St. Luke’s Medical Center,
Room 533, MAB, or at his private Anti-Aging and Beauty
Surgery Center at 1823 E. Rodriguez Sr. Avenue.)
[END OF QUOTING]
This could go on all day with JUST TODAY’S
SEGMENT. I don’t know what to say about it, just want to
share. I don’t have any idea what kind of a DOCTOR this
might be or anything about it—but wow, where is that FDA
when you need it for information? And “some kinds of
silver salts MIGHT turn you a tinge of blue?” Okay, people,
how many of you knew about what I just wrote before this
information? Why not? We expect a distributor of vitamins
to know all the rules, all the surprise “new” regulations and my
goodness most only suggest some products can perhaps
bump off a few bacteria. THERE IS SOMETHING VERY
DEFINITELY WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE.
Of course we have known about HGH for a long, long
time and some of you readers have even sent us source
information. Life is just simply a perplexity. A lot more of
us listened to the intelligence regarding wild yams and
progesterone and know that the stuff makes you feel
better—but oh my, forget sharing such information or
product lest you be thrown into Federal prison.
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Can the U.S. survive what is happening? No, not
as it WAS. What will it become? Heartbreaking. Can
we “live” with this new Order? I suppose, unless
they kill us one way or another. Somebody is going
to have to be the “slave” in their program.
How do “I” feel about the numbers of illegal
immigrants which have surfaced just at the Trade Center
Towers? I guess I don’t think about it because I know
suffering multitudes of farm workers, etc., who just
wanted to LIVE and risked it to come to the Land of
Opportunity. But let me tell you right off the top, there
are thousands of illegal Filipinos in the U.S. just to name
one nation without even mentioning Canada or Mexico.
Moreover, it appears to my untrained eye that we
get closer to Armageddon every day that passes—
while never minding bin Laden.
I am much like most everyone else who begins to see
a bit further down the road and into realizing that the more
we learn the less we seem to know about the overall
universe; what it holds and how it works.
Well, I need to go for I need to study some of the new
documents in from Papua New Guinea’s National Gas
Company, what is taking place since morning in Mindanao,
study the things regarding Diane’s case and frankly, “our”
property confrontations of recent note. All those shenanigans
over that house, property, taxes and auction set-up seems to
work out to be totally unlawful AND illegal. And, whoever all
stole the property off that Adam Drive lot is in for some hard
questions and answers while Millers hold the bag and
“pockets” for the games and looting. And people, the culprits
were seen there in the act of taking, dumping and “guarding”
while looting. Millers actually hired the very thieves to
GUARD the place as in “hired guards”. The guards lived in
the house, used the firewood and gave the finger to the
neighbors. Wow, what a bunch of wondrous “friends” we
somehow attracted through the assumption of some kind of
“commune” type of “easy living” at other’s expense.
Lesson learned? Well, lessons. Do we ever really learn?
And now, again, in the interim between when I started
this and now, came more people with even better “news”
and “hopes”. We just keep right on and when it happens
we share it up and move right on ahead. Until then we just
keep kissing toads and frogs while knowing that some
Princes are waiting for us just as we wait for them—to serve
properly. These people in point here had just been to
Imelda Marcos’ place next door to leave documents with her
so after three years the circle begins again? Who knows—
but the TRUTH is all entangled within that web. We were
not told what to like or get—but to handle whatever it IS
that comes. Some things are harder on the heart than others.
We have been blessed in the midst of hard knocks just
about everywhere. Our children, family and friends have taken
“our” load in so many places and that desolate ranch in Utah’s
high country is one major point. I marvel at the “pile on” but
also at the ones who step in to take some of the weight.
We just do the best we can and let God, friends. The
other alternatives are not acceptable—to just dump and run
or sell-out to just get rid of the headaches.
A NATION of people are now really starting to rally
behind GAIA, and that without note of “Ekkers”. This way
we really see God at work—in the unfolding.
I am truly beginning to realize that what we don’t
know often is truly the best position.
When we all are pulling together, the thought of
dropping our pull-string becomes unacceptable because if
everyone is doing their thing—the void is hurtful. We
WILL get this done and by golly I do believe, in our lifetime.
Again, no words adequate to express that
appreciation to each and all of YOU.
And to Berends as a last word: You spoke of silver-plating
a crystal stein? Well, our friend and partner in Athens, Greece,
silver-plated the inside of a plastic jug of distilled water and the
hoot of all was that he called us to find out what to do about it!
Laugh, is what the intelligent response can only be.
In love and please, God, allow us space in the
Light.—E-E

The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
MUBARAK LINKS U.S. AID TO ISRAEL
WITH ARAB NUCLEAR ARMS RACE

I didn’t include Iraq or bin Laden because they
are and always will be the U.S. and Israel’s
“usual suspects” along with Syria and Libya.]

International Herald Tribune, 11/16/01
CAIRO—Continued U.S. military aid to Israel
may prompt Arab governments to seek nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons, according to
President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt.
“Israel is in the process of amassing weapons,
and America is supplying it with these weapons,” Mr.
Mubarak said Wednesday at a ceremony inaugurating
a bridge from mainland Egypt to the Sinai Peninsula,
a project the president said marked Egypt’s
commitment to progress and peace.
But “for how long will countries around Israel stand
with their arms folded?” the Egyptian president
continued. “These countries can acquire nuclear,
biological and chemical weapons.” This is why the
United States “must stop aiding Israel blindly”.
“I am for peace and security,” he said, adding,
however, that it would be “illogical” to leave the
Palestinian question “unsolved for many more years
while Israel receives arms and pressures America not
to supply them to countries around it.” He said,
“Countries will be able to obtain these weapons from
other sources and could acquire very powerful
weapons, which would amount to a threat for the
entire region and for those with interests here.”
The Egyptian president has long warned that
continuing Palestinian-Israeli violence could lead to a
widening regional conflict. But his remarks Wednesday
are the first time he has moved beyond concern over
Palestinian deaths, and directly linked U.S. military aid to
Israel with the possibility of a strategic arms race
between surrounding Arab nations and Israel.
The Egyptian government spokesman, Nabil
Osman, said that Mr. Mubarak’s comments were
not meant to suggest that the United States was
directly supplying Israel with nuclear, chemical, or
biological weapons technology.
Israel receives about $2 billion annually in
conventional military aid from the United States, a fact
that has led many Arabs to hold America responsible for
Palestinian casualties during more than a year of renewed
violence. Egypt also receives substantial military
assistance that has averaged $1.2 billion annually since the
signing of the Camp David accords in 1979.
Rather, Mr. Osman said, the president’s
comments were meant as a warning that continued
militarization in Israel, Palestinian deaths, and
Israel’s own possession of nuclear weapons force
Arab states to keep open their defense options.
Mr. Mubarak’s remarks come at a sensitive
time, with concern over the efforts by Osama bin
Laden’s al-Qaida network to buy or develop
weapons of mass destruction.
[JR: How long did we think the Arabs would stand
by and allow us to arm, aid and abet Israel so that
she could indefinitely dominate and control
militarily the events in the Middle East? Now
who besides Russia, China, Pakistan or India
could assist the Arab countries to amass their
own nuclear, chemical and biological weapons?

ZIONIST REGIME RESTRICTS
PALESTINIAN ACCESS TO AL-AQSA
TEHRAN TIMES, 11/17/01
TEHRAN—On the threshold of the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan, the Zionist regime, in an insult
to Islamic sanctities, has restricted Palestinian
access to the holy Al-Aqsa Mosque.
According to the report carried by Iranian
news agencies, Palestinians living in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip have to obtain permission from
the Israeli police in order to enter the mosque,
which is the third holiest site in Islam.
Also, the Zionist authorities have adopted new
security measures, such as allowing Zionist police
forces to patrol the site of the mosque.
The move is a direct insult to Islam, since
during the month of Ramadan almost all Islamic
rituals are carried out in mosques. This action
restricts the religious freedom of Muslims.
Israeli police were on alert Friday in case of violence
in Bait-ul-Moqaddas, on the first day of Ramadan.
Two thousand police, including reinforcements from
other cities, were deployed around the Al-Aqsa Mosque
and other areas of the city, a police spokesman said.
Palestinians who live outside mainly Arab Baitul-Moqaddas are not allowed into the areas
because of a general blockade amid the 14-month
uprising against Israel.
Israeli police shot dead a Palestinian from the
Gaza Strip and wounded another Friday near Lod,
east of Tel Aviv and not far from Ben Gurion
International Airport, Israeli Army Radio said.
A police spokesman said the police were “acting on
information concerning the risks of an attack.”
The death brought to 972 the number of people
killed as a result of the Intifada, or Palestinian
uprising, which broke out in September 2000.
They include 761 Palestinians and 189 Israelis.
[JR: The Israeli restrictions of Muslim access to the
Al-Aqsa Mosque during Ramadan is their way of
showing their disdain for the rights of Palestinians
to practice their faith. It is also a blatant
demonstration of their control over every aspect of
Palestinian life. This is an act of Anti-Semitism in
its highest form. (Most CONTACT readers know the
true meaning of the word Semite.)]
ONLY FORCIBLE SEPARATION CAN SOLVE
ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT, SAYS DR. MAHATHIR
BERNAMA, 11/16/01
KUALA LUMPUR—The Prime Minister Datuk Seri
Dr. Mahathir Mohamad said the Arab-Israeli conflict,
which has become the principal cause of terrorism, must
be solved by forcible separation of the Palestinians and
Israelis by a strong United Nations (UN) force.
Retaliations between the Arabs and Israelis would not
solve the conflict and there was no sign yet of the
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fighting coming to an end, he said.
“Only forcible separation of the two people by
a strong UN force can do this. The Palestinians
are willing to have the UN peacekeeping force but
the Israelis object.
“The world panders to the wishes of the
Israelis and so the killings and terror goes on,” Dr.
Mahathir said opening a conference on terrorism at
the Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC) here.
In his keynote address, Dr. Mahathir said in
the fight against terrorists and terrorism, the causes
of the anger and frustration of the terrorists must be
studied and action taken to remove these causes.
“I believe that the principal cause is the Palestine
issue,” he said.
Dr. Mahathir said applying international pressure on the
warring sides to cease fighting was not practical.
“Even if Arafat (Palestinian president Yasser
Arafat) agrees to a ceasefire, he cannot possibly stop
his people, individuals, bitter at having lost their
children or members of their family or their friends
from continuing to attack and kill the Israelis.
“Each attack by Arabs invariably resulted in more
Arabs than Israelis being killed and the Israelis would attack
the Arabs with deadly accuracy and the Arabs would
retaliate ineffectively,” Dr. Mahathir said.
There was a great deal of anger in the Muslim world
which the West could not understand, he said.
The prime minister said the Muslim world, weak and
unable to be of any help to the Palestinians, saw the West’s
unwillingness to stop the Israelis as a sign that “the West
is anti-Palestine, anti-Arab and anti-Muslim.”
Dr. Mahathir said most Muslims only felt the
anger and would talk but would do nothing.
“But among the billion Muslims there must be those
whose anger cannot be contained. These are the people
who will resort to terror tactics,” he said.
It was reasonable to believe that if there was no
Palestinian issue and the Palestinians were not being
oppressed and no children were being killed, the
anger of the Arabs and the Muslims would not be
there or would be much less, he said.
“Certainly there would not be those who would
be willing to kill themselves in the horrible fashion on
11th September,” he said referring to the Sept. 11
attacks by terrorists who used hijacked jetliners to
plough into the World Trade Centre in New York and
the Pentagon in Washington.
Dr. Mahathir said the belief that those terrorists
acted in that manner because of poverty or jealousy
for the good life and freedom of other people did not
reflect a deep knowledge of the terrorist mind.
“Those who hijacked and crashed the aircraft are not
fanatically illiterate who only see heaven in after-life.
“These people came from the richer Muslim countries,
countries where generous governments give allowances and
subsidised the life of the people,” Dr. Mahathir said.
Dr. Mahathir said there was a need to understand their
minds and mentality so as not to glorify them but to
understand why they had resorted to terrorism.
“We need to do this if we want to understand the
reason why they did this and if we don’t then we will
not be able to remove the causes and reduce the
incidence of terrorism,” he added.
“Revenge is sweet. But if we are going to liquidate the
culprits almost completely as is likely to happen if we simply
bomb and rocket Afghanistan then we won’t even achieve
the revenge that we are after,” he said.
He said the terrorists would probably feel sorry
that they had brought death and destruction to their
host but they were likely to feel angrier and be more
determined to continue with their acts of terror.
“So there is no revenge,” he said.

Dr. Mahathir said if the world, including the Muslim
world were to be asked to participate in the elimination of
terrorists and terrorism, then all terrorists irrespective of their
race and religion or the particular acts of terrorism that they
were involved in must be the target for elimination.
“And these must include state terrorists as well,
including the Israeli Government of Ariel Sharon, the man
responsible for the massacre of thousands of Palestinians in
Shabra and Shatila and is still the man behind the systematic
killings of the Palestinians today,” he added.
Dr. Mahathir said the world must be serious about
the fight against terrorists.
He said that it would never be completely wiped
out but it certainly could be reduced and rendered
less frightening for the world.
He said terrorists should not be identified by
race, religion and country but by their acts.
Dr. Mahathir said removing the cause of terrorism
would be the better and immediate solution rather
than hunting them down which would be very difficult
and take a long time.
He said once the causes had been removed,
support for the terrorists would very much be reduced
if not cease altogether as in the case of Malaysia,
once the terrorists lost their support base, sooner or
later they gave up their activity.
[JR: Israel won’t allow UN forces to patrol her
occupied territories or its people to defuse the
terrorism. The UN won’t act aggressively towards
that end because it validates the Israel/U.S./Britain
interests which are definitely anti-Palestinian, Arab
and Muslim in nature. Yes, Sharon should be held
accountable and face trial in the Hague World Court
for the massacres he planned at Shabra and Shatila
during Israeli occupation in Lebanon. It certainly
would be a major first step to reduce terrorism. If
the intellectuals in the West continue to ignore the
frustrations, sense of hopelessness and injustices
that feed terrorism, we will all live in a violent world.
Maybe terrorism is the means by which the Elite keep
us all under their control. That’s good enough
reason for them to allow the chaos to continue.]
SHARON ‘SUMMONED’ BY BELGIAN COURT
BBC NEWS, 11/19/01
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon is being
summoned to a Belgian court to answer questions over
his role in the 1982 Shabra and Shatila massacres, say
Belgian media reports.
Two separate claims against Mr. Sharon are being
brought under a 1993 Belgian law, which allows war
crimes and genocide to be tried in Belgium, even if the
events took place elsewhere, and even if none of the
victims was Belgian.
A hearing has been set for 28 November, and Mr.
Sharon is expected to be issued with summons
documents by the Belgian ambassador to Israel, says
Le Soir newspaper.
Belgian magistrate Patrick Collignon has been
investigating the two cases, initially to determine
whether he has jurisdiction in the case.
The first case, charging Mr. Sharon with responsibility
for the deaths, was lodged by a group of Palestinian,
Lebanese, Moroccan and Belgian nationals.
The second suit, which alleges crimes against
humanity, genocide and war crimes, was filed by 23
survivors of the massacres and five eyewitnesses.
The massacres took place in two refugee camps in
Lebanon which were home to thousands of Palestinians.
Three months after Israeli troops invaded Lebanon in
1982, the camps were stormed by Christian militiamen.
They shot and killed an estimated 800-1,500 of the refugees.

Mr. Sharon was Israeli defence minister at the
time. An Israeli investigation in 1983 found him
indirectly but “personally” responsible for the deaths,
and he was forced to resign.
Le Soir says the two separate summonses have
been left with the Belgian ambassador, Wilfried Green,
but are expected to be delivered shortly.
The case has left the Belgian administration
walking on eggshells, the paper says.
At the same time as preparing to serve the summonses,
Belgium—as European Union president—is spearheading a
new diplomatic effort to restore the peace process.
Belgian Prime Minister Guy Verhofstadt is heading
a senior EU delegation on a Middle East tour which
has included top-level talks in Israel.
The delegation, which left Israel on Monday, has
held separate talks with Mr. Sharon and Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat.
At the court hearing on 28 November, a Belgian
grand jury is scheduled to decide whether the court
has jurisdiction in the case.
Mr. Sharon’s Belgian lawyer is challenging the
court’s right to be involved, and the Belgian
investigation has been suspended in the meantime.
The Mayor of Jerusalem, Ehud Olmert, has angrily
attacked the Belgian Government over the affair, accusing
Mr. Verhofstadt of heading a “government of bastards”.
[JR: How many shekels do you want to bet that Sharon
ignores the summons and hearing set for November 28th
and accuses the World Court of anti-Semitism. Sharon will
create an incident implicating the Palestinians that will
cause endless deferments. Will this be a dog-and-pony
show until the rest of the world loses interest?]
CAN THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE CONTROL KABUL?
By Tony Karon, TIME, 11/12/01
Afghanistan’s Northern Alliance is in the capital.
But the U.S. doesn’t want the anti-Taliban forces to
take over governing just yet.
The Taliban no longer rule Afghanistan. But neither
the fundamentalist militia, nor their al-Qaeda guests, have
yet been beaten. Rather than put up a fight to hold onto
the capital, Taliban forces retreated from Kabul overnight
Monday, and by Tuesday morning a Northern Alliance
advanced guard had entered the city. Initial reports
suggested the Alliance had simply sent in a policing
force to prevent an outbreak of chaos in the vacuum left
by the Taliban’s departure—Washington has repeatedly
urged the Alliance to keep its forces out of Kabul, to
avoid antagonizing the Pashtun Afghans who
predominate in the south and their key regional ally,
Pakistan. The Alliance ostensibly remains committed to
allowing a UN-mandated international force to assume
control over the capital, although some factions will
certainly be tempted to make the best of the opportunity
to seize power presented by the Taliban retreat.
The Alliance’s lightning offensive, which began at
Mazar-e-Sharif late last week, has changed the strategic
equation in Afghanistan over a matter of days. Where
American pundits had been fretting over the ability of
U.S. air power to dislodge the Taliban, the Northern
Alliance finally stepped up to their role as the allimportant infantry component of the campaign. Before
September 11, they’d been the beleaguered remnants of
the first post-Soviet government, outnumbered and
outgunned by the Taliban and fighting simply to survive
in a tiny sliver of land along Afghanistan’s northeastern
border. Two months later, thanks largely to U.S. air and
logistical support, it controls half the country and
appears to have effectively ended Taliban rule.
But despite suffering heavy losses in various battles in
the north, the Taliban appear to have retreated from Kabul
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rather than having been routed. That leaves the rump of the
movement now heading for its Pashtun heartland, where the
political-military equation is somewhat reversed—while the
Northern Alliance was on home ground clearing the Taliban
out of the north (and even, to some extent, Kabul itself), the
south may be beyond its reach. The Alliance is composed
primarily of ethnic Uzbeks, Tajiks and Hazaras, and is
viewed with hostility even among anti-Taliban Pashtuns.
Taliban officials insist they have simply made a tactical
withdrawal from those parts of the country they are least
able to defend from the twin onslaught of the Northern
Alliance and the U.S. air power. That’s certainly a plausible
defensive strategy in light of the strength of the forces
ranged against them, but some correspondents close to the
action have described a chaotic collapse, in which many
Taliban commanders and troops simply fled their positions,
leaving the more ideologically-motivated Pakistani, Arab and
Chechen volunteers to fight and die—some of them reported
after surrendering. Indeed, Western audiences may wince a
little as firsthand tales from the battle front paint many of the
proxy warriors of the Northern Alliance as no less brutal than
their Taliban enemies. But in Afghanistan, neither locals nor
foreigners have ever fought by the Queensberry rules.
The tide has turned on the Taliban, and turned quickly.
U.S. air support has helped the Northern Alliance reclaim
half of the country in less than a week, opening the way for
Russian logistical support that will likely prevent a Taliban
comeback in the north for the foreseeable future. And now
that they’re no longer the masters of all Afghanistan, many
local warlords and even Pasthun tribal leaders currently
aligned with the Taliban may be inclined to switch sides.
And yet the turning of the tide raises new political
dangers, most evident in the fact that the U.S. is working
very hard to restrain the Alliance from actually capturing
Kabul. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said Sunday the
U.S. could not stop the Alliance seizing the capital because
it did not have sufficient troops on the ground to do that—
but there was no question of the desirability of keeping
them out. Foreign observers agree that the one thing Kabul
residents fear more than the totalitarian Taliban is the return
of the Northern Alliance—tens of thousands of civilians
died there in the crossfire of factional battles the last time
elements of the Alliance controlled the capital. Fear of the
Northern Alliance storming the capital might actually rally
Pashtuns behind the Taliban, potentially creating a
protracted civil war in which the international community
would be obliged to keep the peace.
President Bush himself has personally pleaded with the
Alliance not to advance on Kabul, and Alliance spokesmen
insist that they’ll stay out of the capital. Some spokesmen
for Local commanders have been quoted as saying quite the
opposite, and the truth is that the Alliance remains deeply
divided within its own ranks. Many of its Tajik elements on
the Kabul front support the return to power of President
Barnharuddin Rabbani, ousted by the Taliban in 1996—a
scenario repugnant not only to the Pashtuns and their
Pakistani backers, but even to other factions of the Northern
Alliance. But Russia, set to become the quartermaster-inchief to the Alliance, has already pledged to back Rabbani’s
return, and it may yet take some furious geopolitical horse
trading to prevent a seizure of Kabul.
If the Afghan war is a chess game, then even Kabul
is not the king—while ceding control of the capital
signals the end of Taliban control of the country, the
movement is not yet destroyed. For that to happen, antiTaliban forces would have to capture Kandahar, too.
Washington had feared that if Kabul fell to the Northern
Alliance before a viable anti-Taliban coalition had support in
the south, the retreating Taliban might find considerable
support for fighting on. Much now depends on efforts by
the U.S. and other international powers to broker an
agreement on a post-Taliban regime—efforts that have so
far produced little consensus among either the Afghan
combatants or their regional sponsors. The military

campaign to replace the Taliban has suddenly raced
ahead of its political dimension. And that means the
most important battles of the coming weeks may be
fought quietly on the diplomatic and political fronts.
[JR: The following quotes convey what is in the future
for Afghanistan and its people. 1. Sec. Of Defense
Rumsfeld stated Oct. 16th, “We’re going to make sure
that as things happen in the next days, weeks and
months in Afghanistan that the people forming the new
government don’t get in our way of our finishing that
job and have their activities become in various ways
adversely affecting the effort to get at the Taliban and alQaida leadership.” 2. Rear Admiral Stufflebeen has
stated that the President’s mission is to find al-Qaida
worldwide and dismantle it.” By these statements we’d
have to assume we are in for a long protracted war.
3. The French forces are set to take over the air field at
Mazar-e-Sherif. The giveaways have now begun by the
British, French and now the U.S. as portrayed in the movie
Lawrence of Arabia. Check it out and see the big picture.]
U.S. LOOKING TO NEXT MISSION:
HELPING STRICKEN AFGHANS
By Tim Weiner, New York Times, 11/16/01
The collapse of the Taliban has opened the next crucial
phase of the American campaign in Afghanistan: joining the
effort to deliver relief for millions of hungry, cold, sick, warweary Afghans, thousands of them at death’s door.
In the end, the war against famine, disease and
misery may prove as important as the military
campaign in ending a generation of misrule and chaos.
The military will be a full partner in the
mobilization getting under way. NATO allies will ship
food, clothing, shelter and medicine to the nations
surrounding Afghanistan for UN relief organizations,
private aid groups and intrepid Afghan truckers to deliver
to people in ruined cities and shattered villages.
The United States is buying millions of tons of wheat,
much of it delivered in red, white and blue bags stamped
U.S.A., to help keep Afghans from starving this winter.
This is not pure charity. It is basic strategy, part
of the West’s campaign to show Afghans that the
American-led coalition can help them live new lives.…
There are other problems, some caused by
America’s allies in Afghanistan.
In the few days since the Northern Alliance seized half
the country and local warlords claimed their old fiefs, the
humanitarian effort has been slowed by their thievery.
Like the Taliban before them, Northern Alliance
commanders have been stealing aid. This week, a convoy
of UNICEF trucks carrying 200 tons of relief supplies was
seized, UN warehouses were looted of 89 tons of food, and
aid offices were ransacked by armed men outside Mazar-eSharif, where the Northern Alliance had just seized power.
In addition, a surge of food deliveries that was
under way in the past few weeks screeched to a halt
as relief agencies recognized that bombing and
fighting on the ground meant that it was, for the
moment, far too risky to rush in.
Even so, foreign workers who had been ejected by
the Taliban are now starting to return in a mood of
optimism tempered by grim experience.
Before their work resumes, the American-led
military coalition must help pave the way for aid to
reach about 6 million starving people inside Afghanistan
and the stark refugee camps on its borders.
The aid workers may soon be protected, and to some
extent assisted, by military forces sent on humanitarian
missions by NATO, France, Britain, Canada and Jordan.
The military will not take over the aid operation,
commanders are quick to say. But its role will be
essential, both in speeding food and other supplies
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immediately into the country by air and in securing the
supply routes and logistical hubs so that civilian relief
agencies can move much larger amounts overland.
“We intend to continue to provide support to
agencies, non-governmental agencies, international
organizations, other nations who are working
humanitarian assistance,” Gen. Tommy Franks, the
commander of U.S. forces in the region, said Thursday.
“It’s important to note that we certainly will not be
giving them instructions. What we will be doing is giving
them information, upon which they can base their decisions
about where to move the humanitarian assistance.”
NATO is drafting a plan to fly aid to surrounding
countries, just as other organizations are doing. It
would handle air traffic control, protecting relief
planes from any danger from military patrols. In some
cases, military trucks might move supplies around and
military escorts might accompany some convoys.
The push for a NATO role in Afghan relief is politically
important. First, it associates the 17 other countries in the
alliance with the Afghan campaign waged entirely by
American and British forces. Second, it helps deflect war
criticism in Europe that has focused on the harm to civilians.
NATO Secretary General Lord George Robertson,
a Briton, and the American ambassador to NATO,
Nicholas Burns, helped propel the new strategy
through the alliance’s bureaucracy.
There was a delay of a few days in issuing the
order to plan the operation when the French became
concerned about the alliance taking on missions
outside Europe. But as a humanitarian mission
developed, that objection faded away.
The Pentagon’s highly publicized air drops of
rations represent less than 1 percent of what is needed
to get the Afghans through this winter. About a quarter
of a million tons of wheat is needed, along with clothing,
shelter and medicine for Afghan civilians.
The United States is paying for much of the food that
the aid coalition of UN agencies and non-governmental
organizations is moving into Afghanistan with trucks, river
barges and thousands of mules as winter sets in.…
[JR: Some things just don’t change and that’s why the
questions remain. Just who can guarantee that all the
grains, food, clothing, blankets and shelter actually
reach the people in need. Most of these types of
supplies always wind up on the “Black Market” and not
with the people, especially with Afghanistan’s
regional tribal conflicts. And as usual, the U.S. will
pick up the tab for the aid coming from the coalition
of countries contributing through UN agencies.]
DISASTER FOR MUSHARRAF
By Arnaud de Borchgrave, Insight Magazine, 11/14/01
For Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf it was an
unmitigated disaster. Already the Pakistani media are accusing
the United States of betrayal and Musharraf of being rolled by
President Bush. Pakistan’s enemies are now in Kabul.
Hours after Sept. 11, Bush called Musharraf in
Islamabad and asked him point blank whether he was ready
to join the U.S.-led war against transnational terrorism, that
is, against the Taliban regime and Osama bin Laden’s alQaida network. First Musharraf wanted to know whether
this meant the United States was turning a new page in
relations with Pakistan. Bush assured him he was not
wedded to the anti-Pakistani positions of previous
administrations and that relations would be restored to the
close alliance that existed prior to Pakistan’s nuclear buildup.
Economic and military sanctions were to be lifted and
a generous package of debt relief measures and other
assistance would be put together as a matter of top
priority. Musharraf then agreed to join Bush’s
coalition as a full partner without reservations.
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The acid test of a new military relationship was to
be the delivery of 28 F-16 fighter-bomber that Pakistan
paid for in the 1980s, but that were impounded and
mothballed in Arizona when Congress cut off all aid
and military sales in 1990. Pakistan’s secret nuclear
weapons program, a response to India’s similar
program that began in 1974, was cited as the reason.
Musharraf brought up the matter last week in his talks
in New York with both Bush and Secretary of State Colin
Powell. He was turned down, which was interpreted in
Pakistan as a victory for the Indian lobby in Washington.
Adding insult to injury, another U.S. assurance was also
violated. Bush told him that Afghanistan’s Northern
Alliance forces, backed by Russia, Iran and India, and more
recently by the United States, would not enter Kabul
pending the formation of a broad-based coalition.
Not only did victorious Northern Alliance forces roll
into Kabul Tuesday, but they began executing Pakistani
volunteers who did not realize that Taliban forces had
suddenly decided to fall back on Kandahar, their religious
capital. Musharraf arrested Pakistan’s extremist religious
leaders who had called for tribesmen to join the war against
the American infidel. But now his domestic enemies have
fresh political ammunition to undermine him.
Pakistani newspapers are also filled with speculation
that the United States deliberately dragged its feet on the
creation of a post-Taliban coalition. Key tribal leaders in
both the Baluchistan region and the Northwest Frontier
Province, including some who had sent secret messages to
U.S. intermediaries that they were ready to turn against
Taliban, are yet to be contacted by U.S. representatives.
Pashtun tribal leaders who command anywhere from
100,000 to 400,000 fiercely loyal subjects are angry with
Musharraf. Taliban followers are equally at home on both
sides of the border. They have used both Quetta and
Peshawar as centers to rest and relax. Many Taliban
leaders also have homes in these cities where they have
kept their families during the U.S. bombing of
Afghanistan. Pakistani authorities have faced Baluchi
secessionist movements ever since independence half a
century ago. If Taliban is pushed out of Kandahar,
Baluchistan could quickly become Taliban territory, thus
fracturing Pakistan. Without a UN peacekeeping force of
“blue helmets” drawn from Muslim nations in charge in
Kabul, tribal leaders can only assume that Pakistan has been
stabbed in the back by the United States—yet again.
While Musharraf was traveling in France, Britain and
the United States last week, the Inter-Services Intelligence
agency continued to undermine him. Despite Musharraf’s
denials in last weekend’s interviews, the ISI remains powerful
and arrayed against him. The dismissal of Gen. Mahmood
Ahmad as ISI director two days before the U.S. bombing
started in early October has not changed the agency’s antiAmerican mentality. The ISI has overseen Taliban’s
Pakistani supply line since the early 1990s.
More recently, the ISI has been encouraging extremist
religious groups to send heavily armed Pakistani tribesmen
and religious militants into Afghanistan through a variety of
mountain passes. ISI’s key man for the operation was
Mullah Sufi Mohammad, head of Tanzeem Nifaz Shariati-Mohammadi (Organization for the Implementation of the
Prophet’s Teachings). He has been directing the
operation from Kunarh province. Most of the volunteers
proceeded to Jalalabad, the Afghan city closest to the
Khyber Pass and a one-time al-Qaida stronghold.
Some 15,000 armed jihadis (holy warriors) have
crossed the border via the Mohmand and Bajaur tribal
agencies that are controlled by the ISI.
Pakistani newspapers are still supporting the
Taliban, Osama bin Laden and religious groups while
condemning U.S. policies. And Musharraf is the
leader who got snookered by the United States with
an aid package worth about $1 billion. Pakistan’s
annual foreign debt servicing charges run $3 billion.

The failure to obtain the release of Pakistan’s 28 F-16s is
seen as Musharraf’s military donnybrook.
Even Pakistan’s moderate political cognoscente, in
telephone conversations with this writer, talk about
Washington’s ulterior motives in the region. They see
the Bush Administration seizing the Sept. 11 attacks as
an opportunity to establish a land route from the
Indian Ocean to the Caspian Sea in order to control
the future of the world’s oil supplies from Central
Asia. In Pakistan, when you offer some pols a penny
for their geopolitical thoughts, you get change.
[JR: Bush has hedged on his promises and reneged on
agreements made for the Pakistani alliance. The U.S. not
only stabbed Musharraf in the back, they did it several times
and have set him up for the fall. Bush used and abused
Musharraf and now the ISI accuses him of turning against
his own people for empty promises from the U.S. We can
expect a civil war or a coup in the near future and the U.S.
and Israel are just waiting to step in and take Pakistan’s
nuclear weapons. Remember when we were the good
guys…? If you can’t trust the U.S., who can you trust?]
MILITARY MAY TRY TERRORISM CASES
BUSH CITES ‘EMERGENCY’
By George Lardner Jr. and Peter Slevin,
Washington Post, 11/14/01
President Bush declared an “extraordinary emergency”
yesterday that empowers him to order military trials for
suspected international terrorists and their collaborators,
bypassing the American criminal justice system, its rules of
evidence and its constitutional guarantees.
The presidential directive, signed by Bush as
commander in chief, applies to non-U.S. citizens
arrested in the United States or abroad. The
president himself will decide which defendants will be
tried by military tribunals. Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld will appoint each panel and set its rules
and procedures, including the level of proof needed
for a conviction. There will be no judicial review.
By setting up military tribunals, administration officials
said, Bush hopes to ensure that terrorists captured in
Afghanistan or around the world are brought swiftly and
surely to justice. But the order drew immediate criticism
from civil libertarians and could alienate European allies who
oppose the U.S. death penalty and favor international courts.
Bush said the tribunals are needed because “mass
deaths, mass injuries and massive destruction of
property” from future terrorism could “place at risk the
continuity of the operations of the United States
government.” It is “not practicable,” he said, to require
the tribunals to abide by the “principles of law and the
rules of evidence” that govern U.S. criminal prosecutions.
Legal scholars said the measure is highly unusual,
but not unprecedented.
During World War II, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt ordered a secret military trial for eight Nazi
saboteurs who had landed in Florida and New York with
explosives they intended to use against such targets as
factories, bridges, railroads and department stores.
The Supreme Court declared the trial constitutional,
and six of the eight defendants were executed.
The decision is the latest in a series of legal
steps taken by the government to combat terrorism.
Last week, the Justice Department authorized the
wiretapping of conversations between some jailed
suspects and their lawyers. Congress has also passed
legislation making it easier to conduct searches,
detain and deport suspects, wiretap multiple
telephones and obtain electronic records on individuals.
Bush’s order promises “a full and fair trial” and access
to lawyers, but there is no provision for an appeal to U.S.
civil courts or international tribunals. Only Bush or the
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secretary of defense, if the president so chooses, will
have the authority to overturn a decision.
White House communications director Dan Bartlett said
the military courts would reduce the danger to jurors and
other court personnel, protect confidential sources needed
to build investigations and help uncover plans for future
attacks. He cited national security interests and the need for
swift justice as reasons for the presidential order.
Laura Murphy, director of the Washington office of
the American Civil Liberties Union, said Bush needs to
explain why the criminal justice system could not deliver
“the timely prosecution” of terrorism suspects.
“Absent such a compelling justification,” she said,
“today’s order is deeply disturbing and further evidence that
the administration is totally unwilling to abide by the checks
and balances that are so central to our democracy.”
For weeks, White House and Justice Department
officials have debated how to try any accused
terrorists who may be apprehended in the hunt for
members of Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaida organization,
which the U.S. government holds responsible for the
Sept. 11 attacks in New York and Washington.
The issue took on urgency this week as the U.S.-backed
Northern Alliance advanced rapidly across a broad swath of
Afghanistan, pushing back the Taliban militia that has
harbored bin Laden and sweeping into the capital, Kabul.
“Everyone’s struggling with what happens next,”
a U.S. official involved in the discussions had said
before Bush signed the order yesterday afternoon.
“It’s likely we’ll end up with someone in custody and
not know what to do with him.”
The order says defendants could include past or
present members of al-Qaida or anyone involved in
acts of international terrorism intended to have
“adverse effects on the United States, its citizens,
national security or economy”. It also targets anyone
who has “knowingly harbored” such terrorists.
The tribunals could meet in this country or
abroad. Bush’s order specifies that a two-thirds vote
is needed to convict a defendant and impose a
sentence, which could include life imprisonment or death.
But it does not say how many judges are to sit on a
tribunal. Nor does it define their qualifications.
The step Bush took yesterday has been urged on
him for weeks by conservative lawyers from past
administrations and other experts who cited precedents
dating back to the Civil War. One of them, George
Terwilliger, a former high-ranking Justice Department official,
said a military tribunal would be appropriate for anyone
who commits an act of war against the United States.
If U.S. forces should capture a Taliban or al-Qaida
leader, said Terwilliger, a criminal trial in a U.S. court
would not be appropriate. “The notion that we would
bring him back for a trial cloaked with a full panoply
of constitutional rights—bring him to the dock in New
York—to me is absurd.”
Some legal scholars such as John Norton Moore,
director of the Center for National Security Law, had favored
the creation of an international tribunal by the United
Nations Security Council to deal with the Sept. 11
attacks and their aftermath, but others said such tribunals
typically drag on for years and lose impact.
“This was an armed attack on the United States, not
just a mass murder or a serial killing,” said Philip A.
Lacovara, a former deputy solicitor general. “It is
appropriate to deal with it as a crime against humanity.” He
also noted that international tribunals created by the United
Nations do not authorize the death penalty.
[JR: President Bush’s declaration to bypass the American
justice system puts the noose around all our necks.
Britain’s Blair (Nov. 19th) ordered similar measures to
fight their own terrorism. Just what will keep the
government from broadening such measures to include U.S.
citizens who criticize or voice their dissent? With a war
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(hell) raging in Afghanistan and flags waving here, we are
all basically under martial law and subject (if by a whim) to
trial by a military tribunal. Bush, as Commander in Chief,
smooths all this over by stating it will protect jurors, our
lives, property, investments and most importantly our
government will be able to function without resistance.
Now, doesn’t that make us all sleep better at night?]
GATA: HOWE LAWSUIT SURVIVES HEARING
ON DISMISSAL MOTIONS
CHRIS POWELL, Secretary/Treasurer,
Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc., GATA, 11/6/01
MANCHESTER, Conn. (BUSINESS WIRE)—The
following statement was released today by Chris Powell,
Secretary/Treasurer, Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc.:
“The case of Howe vs. Bank for International
Settlements et al.—I like to call it Howe vs. All the Money
in the World—was roughed up a little today but survived
its first day of hearing in federal court in Boston.
“During 2½ hours of oral argument, U.S. District Judge
Reginald C. Lindsay dismissed two counts of the lawsuit
involving securities fraud charges against defendant J.P.
Morgan/Chase, and ruled that the plaintiff’s method of serving
lawsuit notice papers against the BIS—by mail in English
instead of by personal service in German—was insufficient.
“But the two dismissed securities fraud counts were
secondary to the lawsuit’s substance, and the problem with
the lawsuit notice probably can be fixed by a pricey
translator if the lawsuit is allowed to proceed.
“The judge took the remainder of the case back to
his chambers for drafting a written decision on the
plaintiffs’ motions to dismiss the rest of the lawsuit.
That could take weeks or months.
“The case was called at 2:30 p.m. in a beautiful and
huge courtroom in the opulent new U.S. courthouse just
across Fort Point Channel from gleaming downtown Boston.
About 30 people sat in the audience section at the back of
the courtroom, some of them GATA supporters, including a
few who had come quite a long way to watch.
“Plaintiff Howe sat alone at the counsel’s table on the
audience’s left. At the counsel’s table on the right sat his
opponents, nine lawyers representing the BIS, Goldman
Sachs, Deutsche Bank, J.P. Morgan/Chase, Citigroup, the
U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Board, and the
New York Federal Reserve Bank. Behind them in the gallery
were still a few more defendants’ lawyers. The defendants’
lawyers seemed to be smirking over their having had to
come all this way just to confront a mere pro-se litigant, but
they seemed to be smirking less when it was over.
“About two-thirds of the hearing consisted of Judge
Lindsay’s questioning Howe about the case and its likely
weaknesses. The judge was exceptionally well-informed
about both the legal technicalities and the broader issues
behind them. While he sought to move the hearing along,
he also was pretty indulgent in letting Howe explain things.
“The hearing wasn’t really about whether the gold
market is manipulated. It was about whether there is any
basis in law for the suit. Thus it turns on legal issues
and technicalities that will interest few of the partisans
of gold and free markets—issues like the very limited
circumstances under which the government and
government officials may be sued for official acts. But
a few observations from this partisan may be of interest:
* “The judge had trouble seeing in the lawsuit’s claims
possible evidence that the bullion banks had conspired with
each other rather than with the federal government, other
than what was called “parallel conduct”—their doing the
same things in the market at the same times. I thought Howe
answered this well by noting that the bullion bank
defendants had issued the overwhelming majority of
gold and interest rate derivatives and essentially were
themselves the markets for those instruments.

* “The judge seemed almost obtuse in not
understanding Howe’s claim that there was fraud in
the BIS’ forcibly redeeming the shares of its private
shareholders at less than fair value when there had
never been any indication to the private shareholders
that their shares could be taken this way.
* “One of the lawyers for the government asserted the
government’s right, under the laws establishing the Federal
Reserve Board and the U.S. Treasury Department’s Exchange
Stabilization Fund, to trade in gold in a way affecting gold’s
price. That is, he almost seemed to be claiming, on behalf of
the government, the right to do exactly what the lawsuit
complains of, without actually admitting that this was
happening. (Whether he is right is exactly the legal issue the
suit seeks to settle.) Howe was excellent in rebutting this claim.
He argued that prior to 1974 Congress had fixed the gold price,
but since then has left gold’s price to the market. Thus,
Howe said, any government trading in gold cannot
constitutionally aim to fix the price, and certainly not
surreptitiously. (I thought Howe got by far the better of this
exchange, at least establishing a point worth litigating.
Unfortunately I was sitting on the wrong side of the courtroom.
We’ll just have to wait to find out what the judge thinks.)
* “Howe was just as effective in describing the
unfairness of the BIS’ liquidating its private shareholders
without recourse and without arbitration. While the judge
at first had wanted to skip argument on the arbitration issue,
considering it examined adequately in the legal briefs, Howe
managed to get his approval to make one point and then
another and another, and the effect was very strong
politically—it gave the impression of ordinary small
investors getting screwed by arrogant and powerful people.
This happened to be the last issue discussed, so
Howe finished strong, the other side weak.
“When it was over, the courtroom cleared out quickly, and
Howe was left alone at the counsel table packing his books
and papers into his briefcases. Forgive the editorializing, but
I couldn’t help but think of the scene at the end of the trial
in that wonderful movie, To Kill a Mockingbird, when
Gregory Peck, playing the quietly heroic defense lawyer,
Atticus Finch, does the same thing, seemingly alone—and
yet he is not alone, but rather watched by the oppressed
people in the gallery with awe, admiration, and respect for
standing up against the most hateful and vicious power.
What I saw today was really not so different.
“I won’t guess what will happen with this case;
anything can. Maybe the essence of what has happened
today is that we could have lost the whole case but didn’t.
(I spent some time later with Howe and his business
associate, Bob Landis, and, analyzing the day clinically,
almost as a sport, they seemed ready to be hopeful.)
“We still may lose the case on the technicalities
in a few weeks and should be prepared for that.
“But two things:
*“Enough of the cursed cynicism that the courts are as
rigged as the markets, that there is no fighting the power.
We know some things about market rigging but there is no
evidence that anything in court today was rigged. We got
a day in court if not quite yet OUR day in court. And for
all its faults this remains a country where one brave man
pleading his own case can summon the representatives
of all the money in the world and put the bastards in
danger of having to answer for themselves.
*“The lawsuit is an important front in our struggle for
free markets and honest dealing but it is not the only front,
and, win or lose here, our strategy and plan will be, in
Churchill’s words, KBO: Keep buggering on. Thanks to
GATA Chairman Bill Murphy and Howe and those who have
come to their assistance, we have discovered that the
scheme against gold is only part of a bigger scheme
involving interest rates and currencies to deprive the
financial markets of any standards of value and to
expropriate the world for the benefit of certain Wall Street
interests and to make the world the slave of the U.S. dollar.
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“This deeply shames Americans who understand it.
That is why they will continue to oppose it as best they can
regardless of what happens in court. It is an anti-imperialist
cause and thus a great cause. And, as Churchill said,
‘When great causes are on the move in the world, we
find that we are spirits, not animals, and that something
is going on in space and time, and beyond space and
time, which, whether we like it or not, spells duty.’”
[JR: Yes, Reg Howe is one brave, well-informed man who is
armed with the facts and the truth to challenge those who
“control all the money in the world”. We can say we are
all with Reg Howe in spirit moving forward in the positive
to bring change and balance back into this world.]
COUNTRIES AGREE TO KYOTO RULES
U.S. WON’T SIGN DEAL
TO REDUCE GLOBAL WARMING
Daily News, 11/11/01
MARRAKECH, Morocco (AP)—From insulation
hidden behind walls at home to highly visible power
plants outdoors, the first international treaty to fight
global warming is poised to change landscapes, and lives,
around the world—except in the United States.
In the final moments of a two-week conference in
Morocco, negotiators from 165 countries agreed on hardfought rules for implementing the 1997 Kyoto Protocol,
which calls on about 40 industrialized nations to limit carbon
emissions or cut them to less than 1990 levels.
Carbon dioxide—which we exhale with every breath—will
be a controlled gas and a marketable commodity with a price.
“This is the first multinational environment agreement
with teeth. It’s a historic step forward and it will make an
enormous difference in reducing greenhouse emissions,”
British Environment Secretary Margaret Beckett said.
Delegates said the agreement opened the way for
ratification by enough countries to bring the treaty into force,
probably before a global environment summit next September.
The treaty requires ratification by 55 countries,
including those that produced 55 percent of greenhouse gas
emissions in 1990. Without the U.S., the world’s biggest
polluter, virtually every other industrial country would have
to endorse the agreement to reach that goal.
If that happens, the world is likely to witness profound
changes. Mountain ridges and coastlines are likely to sprout
plantations of steel windmills. With nations under pressure to
cut pollution, new cars, household appliances and even the
simple light bulb will have to be designed to save energy.
Scientists believe the carbon that human beings let
loose in the atmosphere, mostly from factories and vehicles,
has upset the natural balance, sending temperatures up and
changing the climate. Already, glaciers are melting, sea
levels rising and severe storms becoming more frequent.
In Washington, White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer said Saturday that President Bush took note
of the rules agreed upon in Morocco.
“He agrees with the need to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. His Cabinet review is under way, to
determine a way that can be done without forcing
America into a deep recession,” Fleischer said.
The Kyoto Protocol sets tough targets for slashing
carbon emissions. Japan, for example, agreed to cut them 6
percent from the 1990 level—but its emissions have grown
17 percent since 1990, making that task far more formidable.
To ease the burden, the protocol establishes
mechanisms to let countries partly offset their targets.
They can earn credits for proper management of
forests and farmlands that absorb carbon dioxide and for
helping developing countries avoid emissions.
The accord also allows for emissions trading, letting
countries that cannot meet their targets buy the right to
pollute from those that come in under their quota.
The mechanisms adopted by the protocol were
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designed by U.S. negotiators under the Clinton
administration. But Bush rejected the treaty in part because
of its mandatory nature, preferring a voluntary regime.
However, negotiators agreed that such
mechanisms can only supplement—not replace—real
emissions cuts. Countries will have to adopt energysaving measures to meet their targets.
That means old houses should have their electrical
wiring redone, their windows triple glazed and their
walls insulated to conserve energy. Solar panels may
appear on more rooftops, and refrigerators will be
made to run on one-tenth the energy of old ones.
The rules could lead to more public transportation and
changes in city planning to scale back the use of cars.
At the same time, hybrid autos using fuel cells already
are on the roads, and car companies are researching
engines that use less fuel and emit less carbon.
Many countries will set up domestic carbon trading
markets where companies can buy and sell carbon credits.
A similar U.S. market for sulfur dioxide was credited
with helping reduce acid rain in the 1990s.
Though welcoming the agreement, many
environmentalists say mechanisms like emissions trading are
loopholes that have diluted the goal of Kyoto: to clean up
polluting industries and reduce actual emissions.
[JR: Some of the Kyoto rules place the burden on the
people to upgrade and improve the efficiency of their homes
and the appliances they use. As for transportation, the
U.S. has no broad transportation plan outside the major
cities. Americans will have to be convinced that using
public transportation or car-pooling or even riding a bike
to work is beneficial for the environment. Curious that
industries such as mining and drilling operations have not
been given mention in these meetings. Why? Also why
didn’t the delegates address the issues of the chemtrails
that are scarring the skies worldwide. Also too, why hasn’t
the HAARP system in Alaska come under discussion?
The HAARP system changes and manipulates the
weather patterns which can prolong droughts, increase
flooding and pulse fault lines in earthquake areas. And last
but not least, why is the military immune from scrutiny
from the environmentalist? As I commented before, war is
bad for the environment. Let’s stop playing the game of
“let’s pretend” when it comes to who or what is
responsible for the imbalance in our environment.]
U.S. PLANS REFORM OF INDIAN TRUST FUNDS
NEW AGENCY WOULD SUPERVISE MONEY
By Michael Kilian, Washington Bureau, 11/16/01
WASHINGTON—In response to court pressure,
Interior Secretary Gale Norton on Thursday announced
sweeping changes that would take mismanaged Indian
trust funds away from the control of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and create a new agency to supervise them.
Native American tribal leaders have charged that the bureau
and other Interior Department agencies have squandered more
than $10 billion in Indian royalty funds that had been held
in trust under a government system created in 1887.
The money came from lumber, mining, grazing, oil
drilling and other commercial development on territory
set aside as Indian lands.
“This administration is committed to taking action now that
will chart a new course for positive, productive trust reform that
will work to benefit American Indian tribes,” Norton said.
A class-action lawsuit filed in 1996 on behalf of 300,000
Native Americans prompted the federal courts to order the
Interior Department to reform the trust system.
In 1999, U.S. District Judge Royce Lamberth
ordered the department to make a full accounting of
what the Indians were owed.
He subsequently held Clinton administration Interior
Secretary Bruce Babbitt and Treasury Secretary Robert

Rubin in contempt and fined them $600,000 for failing to
produce documents relating to the management of the funds.
Lawyers for the Indians have asked the court to
hold current Interior Department officials in contempt
for failure to make progress.
The new plan calls for all Indian trust functions
to be removed from other agencies and organized as
a separate Bureau of Indian Trust Assets Management
reporting directly to Norton.
“The Bureau of Indian Affairs will continue to be
focused on providing services to the tribes,” Norton
said. “It will continue to handle law enforcement,
education, economic development and social services to
the tribes. This [plan] will let them focus very clearly on
that area and let the separate organization have an
undivided focus on trust asset management.”
Norton said there may be personnel changes in the future
but that her intent was to reorganize existing personnel.
Norton, who earlier described the Indian problems as
“the hardest part” of her job, said she took the action
announced Thursday because of a recent management
study and the scrutiny of the court.
“We commissioned a study by Electronic Data
Systems… and they recommended to us that we
needed to have a unified management,” Norton said.
“It’s also important for us to take action with all the
scrutiny that’s been focused on trust reform over the
last few months by the [Indians’] litigation.”
She said Electronic Data Systems found fault
mostly with “a lack of communications, a lack of a
business plan and a lack of coordination”.
“Those are the problems we are focusing on” she said.
Ron Allen, vice president of the National
Congress of American Indians, objected that Indians
were not involved in the preparation of Norton’s plan.
“They’re trying to appear as if they’re trying to do
something responsible when they have not even consulted
with the tribes about this proposal,” he said.
Norton said the reform is in the proposal stage although
she intends to move ahead with it as a formal plan.
“We are going to provide an opportunity for the tribes to
be consulted and for coordination with Congress,” Norton
said. “We’ll seek the input of a wide variety of tribes.”
The Interior Department has spent more than $600
million trying to reform the Indian trust fund system,
which is administered through more than 300 local
offices across the country.
[JR: The federal system is always going to fix or improve
services by spending more money and adding new agencies.
Sec. of Interior Ms. Norton’s proposal to allow tribal
participation after her plan is finalized doesn’t assure them
that their input will have any bearing as to how this new
agency will be managed. Her comment that the “fault lies
in the system because of lack of communication, a business
plan and coordination,” is an excuse for incompetence.
Isn’t this the standard by which our federal government
operates? We will have another bureaucracy mismanaging
Indian affairs for the next 100-plus years.]
FEDS DOWNPLAY FLIGHT 587 EXPLOSION REPORTS
By Carl Limbacher, NewsMax.com, 11/15/01
Just two days after the FBI said it was investigating
witness accounts that American Airlines Flight 587
exploded in midair before it broke apart over New York’s
Jamaica Bay on Monday, NTSB investigators are pushing
the theory that air turbulence from another jetliner—and
not any explosion—caused the crash that scattered
wreckage covering a half-mile-wide area.
“We are consistently looking for any sign of
sabotage and not finding any,” said NTSB spokeswoman
Marion Blakely on Wednesday. “There is no evidence
of any bomb, of any sabotage, at this point.”

That’s not what the investigators were saying just
hours after the crash, as reported in an Associated Press
alert that flashed into newsrooms across the country.
“The Associated Press [is] saying the Bush
administration says the FBI believes there was an explosion
aboard the plane, and they are investigating its source,”
reported CNN’s Paula Zahn around midday.
“Senior administration officials tell CNN that the
FBI is trying to find out the source of that explosion
on the American Airlines flight,” echoed the news
network’s Major Garrett.
As what sounded like an official confirmation that Flight
587 had exploded ricocheted around the world, Bush
spokesman Ari Fleischer denied the report, saying no
administration official had made that statement—but that the
FBI would not dismiss what eyewitnesses had seen.
And what nearly every witness to Flight 587’s ascent
over Jamaica Bay said they saw was an explosion and/or a
fire, something not likely cause by “wind turbulence”.
CNN’s Zahn reported that morning, “We got five
eyewitnesses to describe what they saw as an explosion
coming, most of them believed, from the right wing.”
On WABC Radio in New York, vivid accounts of
a midair explosion poured in from callers who saw
Flight 587 from both sides of Jamaica Bay.
“I saw an enormous flash where the wing meets the
plane,” a woman who was out walking her dog told host
John Gambling. “I don’t know if it was fire or an explosion.
It appeared that debris fell from the left side [of the plane].”
Another eyewitness who called into the radio station
said, “The right wing seemed to catch fire and explode. The
wing was on fire with a trail of smoke behind it.”
“I saw the plane going across Jamaica Bay,” a
third witness told WABC. “It was trying to ascend
and then it just exploded.”
By Tuesday, some already suspected a cover-up.
“I keep hearing the authorities talk about an engine
falling off the plane and [then] an explosion,” eyewitness
Rod McHale told the New York Post. “That’s not what
I heard and saw. There was an explosion and then the
engine fell off. ... I’m convinced it’s terrorism.”
Before the NTSB mounted its full court press on the air
turbulence theory, ABC News aviation expert John Nance told
WABC Radio’s Gambling that probers were grasping at straws.
GAMBLING: The theory that this plane, Flight
587, was going through the wash of a 747 ahead of
it—that really seems to be sort of a bogus theory.
NANCE: It really is. I think a lot of folks jumped on
that last night, I think, misunderstanding the reality that
these aircraft fly through severe turbulence. It could be
the initiating event of something that was about to
happen, but it would not be the cause itself.
[JR: The eyewitness accounts are more reliable than
the Feds lame theory that turbulence from another jetliner
caused the crash of American flight 587. Jetliners are
designed and built to fly through severe turbulence which
is generally weather related. They are however vulnerable
to weapons fired from the ground, guided missiles, pulse
waves or laser beams directed at them, or bombs planted with
remotes and timers. Who has the authority to determine
which type of these technologies would be best suited to fulfill
their purposes? Inquiring minds want to know!]
FALL OF TOWERS WAS LIKE EARTHQUAKE
Daily News, 11/16/01
WASHINGTON (AP)—The collapse of the twin
towers of the World Trade Center on Sept. 11 shook
the ground like a pair of small earthquakes.
The collapse of the south tower generated
shaking of a magnitude of 2.1. When the north tower
fell, the shaking reached a magnitude of 2.3, according
to researchers at Columbia University.
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The vibrations were similar to those generated by a
small earthquake that occurred beneath the east side of
Manhattan on Jan. 17. Earthquakes of this magnitude can
be felt but they rarely cause damage to structures.
The researchers, reporting in Eos, the weekly
journal of the American Geophysical Union, said the
collapse of nearby buildings was probably not caused
by the shaking that resulted from the fall of the twin
towers after they were struck by hijacked airliners.
Instead, damage to other buildings was most
likely caused by falling material from the towers
striking them and by the great blast of air pressure
and debris that burst outward when the towers fell,
according to the research team at Columbia’s LamontDoherty Earth Observatory in Palisades, N.Y.
The collapse of the towers was measured by
several seismographs, one 266 miles away in Lisbon,
N.H., according to the 12-member research team, led
by Won-Young Kim, Lynn Sykes, Klaus Jacob, Paul
Richards and Arthur Lerner-Lam.
They said the type of seismic waves generated by
the collapse was similar to that caused by the
collapse of a salt mine in western New York in 1994.
The Lamont-Doherty observatory, 21 miles from
the towers, was also able to record the two aircraft
striking the huge buildings.
The impacts measured 0.7 and 0.9 in magnitude.
“The energy contained in the amount of fuel
combusted was equivalent to the energy released by
240 tons of TNT,” Lerner-Lam said.
“This energy was absorbed by the buildings and
produced the observed fireballs but did not
immediately cause the collapse.”
[JR: There were numerous seismic reports of the impacts
and the collapse. The “official” cause of the collapse of the
WTC was claimed to be the tremendous heat generated by
the burning jet fuel that melted the interior steel girders.
I can not accept this reasoning as the bulk of the fuel was
consumed in the initial fireballs and the burning of the
interior combustible contents for almost an hour would not
have generated enough heat to melt steel girders covered
with concrete. Both buildings were struck and damaged
to one side and if anything, the tops would have collapsed
and fell to the side, never straight down. The only way
both buildings could have imploded identically straight
down and not topple to one side would have required
strategically located charges by an expert demolition
team. It was very humane of “them” to allow an hour
for all but 6000(??) of the 50,000 inhabitants to
evacuate the buildings before they set off the demolition
charges causing the buildings to collapse straight down.
The purpose was to generate enough fear in the general
public for Congress to pass their unconstitutional
terrorist legislation for final control by the NWO.]
HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
By Reuters, Internet, 11/4/01
“If people would only realize that if one leads a
life in cooperation with Nature and not against it, then
nobody in the world need die of starvation.”
RAMINGSTEIN, Austria—In the coldest part of
Austria, a farmer is turning conventional wisdom on its
head by growing a veritable Garden of Eden full of
tropical plants in the open on his steep Alpine pastures.
Amid average annual temperatures of a mere 39.5
Fahrenheit, Sepp Holzer grows everything from
apricots to eucalyptus, figs to kiwi fruit, peaches to
wheat at an altitude of between 3,300 and 4,900 feet.
Once branded a fool, fined and threatened with
imprisonment for defying Austrian regulations that
dictate what is planted where, he is now feted

worldwide for creating the only functioning
“permaculture” farm in Europe.
Permaculture, an abbreviation of permanent
culture, is the development of agricultural ecosystems
which are complete and self-sustaining.
“Once planted, I do absolutely nothing,” Holzer
told Reuters. “It really is just Nature working for
itself—no weeding, no pruning, no watering, no
fertilizer, no pesticides.”
His 110 acres of land in the mountainous Lungau
region in the province of Salzburg are classed by
European Union directives as unfit for agricultural
cultivation due to the steep gradient and poor soil.
When Holzer inherited the farm (then 44.5 acres) 39
years ago, it was only used for the grazing of the family’s
cows and sheep. He carved terraces out of the steep
inclines (like the ancient Incas and Maya of South and
Central America) to stop erosion and trap rainfall.
He rejected the use of pesticides and fertilizers,
which he considered poisonous, and the concept of
monoculture—the cultivation of just one plant type
over an expanse of land—because he believed it
sapped the soil of all nutrients.
Instead, he began growing a host of timber and
fruit trees, shrubs and grasses all mixed up together.
“Everyone said I was mad, and I had to pay
numerous fines because the authorities said that it
was illegal to plant such a combination,” Holzer said.
“When I bought this patch of land off a farmer, it
was not fit for the cows and sheep grazing on it.
People scoffed that I was neglecting my land, but now
they come to harvest cherries from June to October.”
“This is the worst type of soil, which just goes to prove
that there is no bad soil, just bad farmers,” he added.
Most of the plants Holzer and his wife Vroni grow
at his “Krameterhof” holding are not meant to flourish
in Alpine conditions, according to experts.
In winter, the temperature can fall to below minus 22
degrees Fahrenheit, and a blanket of snow lingers into May.
Snow can even fall in the height of summer.
Holzer said he found agricultural textbooks and
his own years at agricultural college virtually useless.
“I followed their advice initially, but my trees started
dying off. I then realized that I had to eradicate from
my memory all that I’d learned at college,” he said.
Enlightenment came one winter during one of
Holzer’s routine moonlight strolls when he noticed that
the only apricot tree faring well in the harsh winter
conditions was one he had forgotten to cut back
according to ministerial regulations. Unlike the pruned
trees whose main lower branches snapped off under the
weight of snow, the “neglected” tree’s branches were
intact. Their unrestricted length had allowed them to
droop with the tips touching the ground for support
while the snow slid off, Holzer found. Allowing
natural vegetation to grow around the trunk provided
further support and nourishment for the tree.
“If people would only realize that if one leads a
life in cooperation with Nature and not against it, then
nobody in the world need die of starvation,” he said.
Holzer’s philosophy is that Nature knows best
and needs negligible interference from Man. “We’re
born into paradise but are destroying its foundation,
the soil. The soil can look after itself; there’s no
need for Man to tamper with it.”
Giant stone slabs pepper the landscape and serve as
incubators by absorbing the sunlight and giving off
warmth. The trees do their part as well in keeping the
ground warm. Fallen foliage helps keep frost from
reaching the roots. Tree stumps dot the plantations to
regulate irrigation. Like a sponge they soak up water and
later distribute it. Animals too have a role in the
Holzer ecosystem. Scavenging pigs till the soil in place
of a tractor, while grass snakes were reintroduced to
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keep voracious slugs and mice in check.
Holzer is modest about his achievement which has
led to projects in more than 40 countries and lectures on
“the elimination of poverty in agriculture”. He has
rejected suggestions that he should have his method
of permaculture patented. “I would consider that as
theft from Nature. It’s not my possession. I got it
from Nature and have an obligation to pass this
knowledge on,” the bearded 59-year-old said.
Holzer says his method of organic farming produces a
much higher quality of crops than conventional farming and
at a fraction of the cost and effort. He says his rare strain
of grain contains 12 times the goodness of conventionally
grown grain and as a result fetches a price 100 times higher.
His success means that he no longer lives directly
off the crops in his sprawling garden or the rare fish in
his Alpine ponds and lakes. People pay to pick their
own fruit from his land, experts visit to study “Holzer
Permaculture,” and the man himself regularly holds
seminars when not in a far-off country such as Colombia
solving chronic problems of the soil. And only one thing
has so far stumped the man with green fingers.
“Bananas,” he said with a shrug of his burly frame.
“They froze. It’s no surprise as they need an average
temperature of 30 degrees. But I’m still working on it.”
[JR: How wonderful to know about someone like Mr. Holzer
who gives willingly to others and shares his successes in
“Holzer Permaculture” farming. He has a loving respect
for Nature and the natural environment he works in.
He is a caretaker much like our own Hopi Indians.]
VIENNA PREPARES TO DITCH NEUTRALITY
By Kate Connolly, The Guardian—UK, 11/5/01
The alignment of central Europe could be about to
change after broad hints by the Austrian chancellor that his
country may relinquish its 56-year-old neutrality.
In a magazine interview published today,
Wolfgang Schüssel says that Austrian membership of
NATO should not be ruled out.
He suggests that Vienna may be among those NATO
invites to join the alliance when it meets in Prague next year.
“At the next enlargement wave, which will be decided
on in Prague, it is certain that invitations will be offered to
a large circle of countries,” he told the magazine Profil.
The chancellor, head of the conservative People’s
party (OVP), which joined a coalition with the far-right
Freedom party 20 months ago, said that because the
shape and role of NATO was changing, Austria’s
interest in joining had heightened.
NATO, he hinted, also regarded Vienna differently.
“What role will NATO have? It is getting a
totally new function, not just through enlargement,
but due to the current situation.
“It will become a type of collective security union,
which is in certain ways comparable to the OSCE [the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe].”
The statement was made after Mr. Schüssel met
President George Bush in Washington last week. He
indicated that they had discussed the neutrality issue,
but did not elaborate.
He said the advantage of Austria’s geographical
position had been discussed at length with U.S. politicians.
“We’re at the gateway to eastern and southeastern Europe. I was questioned extensively about
the situation in the Balkans. We did not have a lack
of things to talk about.”
He said that joining the EU had unavoidably
changed Austria’s neutral status.
“Joining… was a decisive step which totally changed
our neutrality and overtook it,” he said.
“Now an additional dimension is being added, that
we need to look at very carefully. We should
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carefully consider all the options, including entry [to
NATO], and not exclude anything beforehand.”
Austria’s membership in the EU came after 20
years of tortuous debate. Mr. Schüssel insisted that
joining NATO would happen much quicker.
“Austria was then under a Social Democratic
chancellor. This process will be much shorter.”
Austrian neutrality was enshrined in the state
treaty of 1955, 10 years after the defeat of Nazi
Germany, which had annexed the country in 1938. The
treaty led to the withdrawal of allied troops and the
restoration of Austria’s full sovereignty.
Because of its position on the edge of the iron
curtain, the U.S. gave it considerable aid to build up
a military force to act as a shield against Warsaw Pact
forces attempting to move towards Germany.
Mr. Schüssel’s centre-right government has said
before that the neutrality terms are now outdated. He
caused a stir last month by saying that neutrality
should be discarded in the wake of September 11.
“The old cliches—Lippizaner [Austria’s famous
dressage horses], Mozart, chocolate balls and
neutrality—are no longer applicable in the complex
reality of the 21 st Century,” he said.
Austria would be better off participating internationally,
“rather than assuming various abstract roles”.
Opposition politicians were highly critical of his remarks,
but Jörg Haider, de facto leader of the Freedom party, the
partner in the coalition government, welcomed them.
Visiting Austria in February, President Vladimir Putin
said he would consider Austrian membership of NATO a
violation of international law. But since the terrorist
attacks on the U.S., the world situation has changed
considerably, as has Mr. Putin’s view of NATO.
[JR: The tragic event of September 11th has brought so
much good fortune for the world’s shape-shifters. They
have succeeded in convincing/persuading Austria to
relinquish her neutrality and join the New World of
dis-order. The surprise is that Jorg Haider who was
forced out by the EU censure agrees with this new
alliance. Wonder how the Austrians who voted for
Haider feel about his capitulation to Brussels’
demands. Nothing is what it appears to be anymore.]
ARE AMERICANS CONVERTING TO ISLAM?
ARAB PRESS REPORTS
WAVE OF INTEREST IN FAITH IN U.S.
WorldNetDaily.com, 111701
Sheikh Raid Sallah, the head of the Islamic movement in
Israel, called on President Bush to convert to Islam and thus
solve all problems connected with the dramatic terrorist
attacks on the United States.
At a rally in the Arab town of Tamra, he reiterated
his call Oct. 26: “Oh, peoples of the West, we say to
you: We are the masters of the world and we are the
repository of all good (in the world), because we are
the ‘the best people, delivered for mankind’ (Koran
3:111). We do not hesitate. Oh Bush and (British
Prime Minister Tony) Blair: We invite you to Islam;
enter Islam, you and your peoples.”
Bush and Blair didn’t bite, but, according to
various reports in the Arab press, translated by the
Middle East Media Research Institute a wave of
Americans have converted to Islam since Sept. 11.
’Alaa Bayumi, director of Arab Affairs at the Council for
American-Islamic Relations, wrote in the London daily AlHayat that “non-Muslim Americans are now interested in
getting to know Islam. There are a number of signs. ...
Libraries have run out of books on Islam and the Middle
East... English translations of the Koran head the American
best-seller list. ... The Americans are showing increasing
willingness to convert to Islam since Sept. 11. ... Thousands

of non-Muslim Americans have responded to invitations to
visit mosques, resembling the waves of the sea (crashing on
the shore) one after another. ... All this is happening in
a political atmosphere that, at least verbally, encourages
non-Muslim Americans’ openness towards Muslims in
America and in the Islamic world, as the American
president has said many times in his speeches....”
CAIR Chairman Nihad Awad told the Saudi paper
’Ukaz that “34,000 Americans have converted to Islam
following the events of Sept. 11, and this is the highest
rate reached in the U.S. since Islam arrived there.”
According to Dr. Walid A. Fatihi, instructor of
medicine at Harvard Medical School, Boston has recently
become a center of Islamic proselytizing aimed at
Christians. On Sept. 22, 2001, Al-Fatihi sent a letter to
the Egyptian weekly Al-Ahram Al-Arabi, in which he
described the unfolding of events since Sept. 11.
“… I sat with my wife and children in the front row, next
to the mayor’s wife. In his sermon, the priest defended Islam
as a monotheistic religion, telling the audience that I
represented the Islamic Society of Boston. After the sermon
was over, he stood at my side as I read an official statement
issued by the leading Muslim clerics condemning the incident
(i.e., the attacks). The statement explained Islam’s stance and
principles, and its sublime precepts. Afterwards, I read Koran
verses translated into English. ... These were moments that I
will never forget, because the entire church burst into tears
upon hearing the passages of the words of Allah!!
“Emotion swept over us,” Fatihi continued. “One
said to me: ‘I do not understand the Arabic language, but
there is no doubt that the things you said are the words
of Allah.’ As she left the church weeping, a woman put
a piece of paper in my hand; on the paper was written:
‘Forgive us for our past and for our present. Keep
proselytizing to us.’ Another man stood at the entrance
of the church, his eyes teary, and said, ‘You are just like
us; no, you are better than us.’”
Fatihi recounts the next day the Islamic Society of
Boston issued an open invitation to the Islamic Center
in Cambridge.
“We did not expect more than 100 people, but to our
surprise more than 1,000 people came, among them the
neighbors, the university lecturers, members of the clergy,
and even the leaders of the priests from the nearby
churches, who invited us to speak on Islam,” Fatihi wrote.
“All expressed solidarity with Muslims. Many questions
flowed to us. Everyone wanted to know about Islam and to
understand its precepts. Of all the questions, not a single
one attacked me; on the contrary, we saw (the people’s)
eyes filling with tears when they heard about Islam and its
sublime principles. Many of them had never heard about
Islam before. Well, they had heard about Islam only
through the biased media. That same day, I was invited
again to participate in a meeting in the church, and again I
saw the same things. On Thursday, a delegation of 300
students and lecturers from Harvard visited the center of the
Islamic Society of Boston, accompanied by the American
Ambassador to Vienna. They sat on the floor of the
mosque, which was filled to capacity. We explained to them
the precepts of Islam, and defended it from any suspicions
(promulgated in the media). I again read to them from the
verses of Allah, and (their) eyes filled with tears. The audience
was moved, and many asked to participate in the weekly
lessons for non-Muslims held by the Islamic Center. ...”
Fatihi says on Sept. 21, the Muslims participated in a
closed meeting with the governor of Massachusetts. They
discussed introducing Islam into the school curriculum. He
claims Gov. Jane Swift agreed to implement their plans. …
[JR: It is a hopeful sign that Americans are taking the time
to understand and learn about other people’s religion and
cultures. I don’t know if it is possible to instruct and
convert 34,000 Americans to Islam since Sept. 11. It will be
people to people that will bring peace and balance to this
world and it won’t be through the world governments.]

ADULT CLONED COWS SHOW NO PROBLEMS
L.A. Daily News, 11/24/01
WASHINGTON (AP)—Cloned cows that reach
adulthood show no unusual signs of physical problems,
according to a study that could have significance for
the medical and commercial uses of cloning.
The study published in the journal Science found
that 24 cloned Holsteins remained alive and healthy,
one to four years after they were born. Their immune
systems were normal, they exhibited puberty at the
expected age and two of the cloned cows gave birth
to calves that appeared normal in all respects.
Dr. Robert Lanza of Advanced Cell Technology, of
Worcester, Mass., one of the participants in the study, said
it was the first to study the health of cloned animals well
into adulthood—and was the best evidence yet showing that
cloned animals can produce healthy and functional cells....
[MM: Wow! With all the high-tech advances lately in
genetic engineering, maybe a human being will actually
be cloned sometime soon—or should we check with the
experts at Camp David to find out for sure?]
LOST WALLET WITH $10,000 RETURNED
L.A. Daily News, 11/24/01
LAFAYETTE, CALIFORNIA ( Knight Ridder
News)—She may never know his name, but a stranger
who chose honesty over a pocket full of cash has the
unending gratitude of a Walnut Creek woman
celebrating her wedding in Germany.
One day last week around 11 a.m., a Lafayette man
was driving down Deer Hill Road near First Street when
he spotted a wallet lying in the roadway. He pulled over
and scooped it up. Inside he found a woman’s
identification and more than $10,000—most in $100 bills.
Around the same time—30 miles away at the San
Francisco Airport—the 39-year-old woman, set to
board a flight to Germany to meet her future husband,
realized her wallet was missing.
Back in Lafayette, the man drove straight to the
Police Department, walked in the front door and
plopped the wallet on the counter. As the man told
his story about finding the wallet, the Police
Department employees listened in astonishment. The
man said he wanted to remain anonymous and left.
“He brought it right in, without hesitation. He
didn’t even think about keeping it,” said Detective
Dan Nugent. “It was surprising, but there are good,
decent people out there and he’s one of them.”
About 20 minutes later, the frantic woman called the
Police Department. She had been in Lafayette earlier and
was worried she had left the wallet on the hood of her car
or that it had fallen out the car door. She was pregnant
and—because she was so distraught—was flanked by
concerned emergency personnel as she made the call.
Detective Larry Seliga answered the phone. The
distressed woman told him about her lost wallet and
how it contained her life savings—money she had
withdrawn to help with her expenses for her wedding,
gifts and her wedding dress.
[MM: It’s heartwarming to read about these noble acts
of kindness and giving—especially when one prefers
to remain anonymous. Sadly, many would choose the
ego-stroking publicity emanating from recognition of
the good deed. God knows, so what could possibly
take precedence? Isn’t the true joy in giving, the act
itself—without expecting something in return? It has
been my experience that those giving in Godly intent
are the most likely to insist on anonymity—but the
ego-based intent of the world’s insecure wannabes
will always come back to “Getcha”.]
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Allied “Victory” In WWII
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CHAPTER 10
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Good morning in the Light of the Radiant One. Hatonn
present that we might work on the Journal this morning.
The question which comes to me from you ones who
have privy to the daily writings is, “Well, what do Nazi
Germany and Hitler have to do with the mess of the
Conspiracy?” Lots! Great bunches!
It moves beyond the mysterious and becomes entangled
with your very currency. As you will recall, in a prior
chapter we spoke of encounters with German submarines in
recent years and many of the German personnel who fled
Europe have since been located living in South America
quite comfortably and in great abundance.
Recall also, that in Europe, there exists a registration
obligation for each member of a community. Precise and
detailed records are kept where a person lives, number of
children, sex, age and so forth, as well as place of
employment. Also noted are details of closest relatives.
In Europe, therefore, it is relatively easy to trace and
locate anyone and at short notice. True, there was a
temporary breakdown in the last few months of the war
due to heavy bomb damage and the refugee problem, but
conditions rapidly returned to the usual bureaucratic
precision. In fact, these very records allow for the
ferreting out of the “Nazi war criminals”.
Taking into account casualties and deaths from all
causes (and this includes the million-plus “other
losses”) there are still 250,000 missing persons and
almost all were young people in their late teens to
early twenties. That missing group has been widely
referred to as the “last battalion”.
Remember, in addition, that when the “last battalion”
departed for places of Antarctica and later to slip quietly
into Argentina and integrate into the population,
counterfeiting plates were taken with them.
My dear ones, the Falkland Islands War had nothing to
do with Argentina—it had everything to do with old war
remnants of the “second” variety. Also a major distraction
at a most critical time, as we shall note later.
The continuous rumors about German U-boat
activity in the region of Tierra del Fuego (Feuerland,
in German), between the southernmost tip of Latin
America and the continent of Antarctica are based on
truth and were written up most critically as truth by
France’s Agence France Press on the 25th of Sept. 1946.
One of the more startling facts proving quite
definitely that WW II did not end on May 8th, 1945 is
an account some one-and-a-half years after cessation of
hostilities in Europe, the Islandic Whaler, Juliana, was
stopped by a large German U-boat. The Juliana was in

the Antarctic region around Malvinas Island when a
German submarine surfaced and raised the German
official naval Flag of Mourning—red with a black edge.
I urge you not to take exception if I repeat a few
incidents, for they are indeed most important from several
aspects and are often missed the first reading.
The submarine commander sent out a boarding party
which approached the Juliana in a rubber dinghy and—
having boarded the whaler—demanded of Capt. Hekla part
of his fresh food stocks. The request was made in the
definite tone of an order to which resistance would have
been most unwise. The German officer spoke correct English
and paid for his provisions in U.S. dollars, giving the
Captain a bonus of $10 for each member of the Juliana
crew. While the foodstuffs were being transferred to the
submarine, the submarine commander informed Capt. Hekla
of the exact location of a large school of whales. Later the
Juliana found the whales exactly where designated.
This, too, was reported in the French press.
Now comes the hook-up. Huge amounts of money
were clandestinely invested by Nazi front men all over
the world, but especially in South America. KNOWN are
$300 million to Spain, Sweden $250 million, Switzerland
$100 million and Portugal $50 million and this represents
only about 25% of the known investments which were
mostly centralized in South and Central America.
Billions of dollars were invested (and are being
currently, 3/27/90) in large tracts of jungle and pampas
real estate, factories, transportation, airlines, shipping
and other assorted companies including food processing
and agriculture. ALL PAID FOR IN AMERICAN
DOLLARS—BY THE BILLIONS. It is not drug money
being laundered through the South and Central American
banks that is the target of the U.S.—it is an effort to stop
the flooding of the counterfeit money.
The U.S. tells you the new money will be for the
purpose to stop drug dealers and stop counterfeiting among
the drug dealers—nay, nay, NAY—it is the only way to
stop the German printing presses in your own hemisphere.
How many of you are further aware that the U.S.
GAVE currency printing plates to Russia? I thought
not. Check it out—it will do wonders for your
confirmation of old Hatonn’s input.
“RED HOUSE CONFERENCE”
Let us look at some findings which surfaced in 1944.
Yes, Dharma, the history is most important, chela, for you
cannot have continuity and find belief in these truths
unless you are given confirmation in background. You
know me and know my words are truth—most readers are
still in shock and are looking for every detail possible to
disprove my input. I’m sorry, chela, I know the writing
is long and distressing, but it is indeed necessary.
Thank you for continuing this dialog. Your legacy
shall be great, let us not weaken now, for mankind
must know the whole of it. He must be able to locate
from whence his attackers shall be coming forth.
I think, for clarification, it would be easier and give more
Earth confirmation if I dictate a portion from a book entitled
THE AVENGERS, by Michael Bar-Zohar dealing with the
Jewish war and postwar tactics against the Germans. You
can find a lot of detailed information about the transfer of
German money to foreign lands. You do not need to get the
book, for I shall honor the author but we are more
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concerned, at this point, with the counterfeit funds. But
you need confirmation regarding the money shift, etc., to
give credence to this writing as to background.
[The Red House Conference: let us QUOTE, please:]
A most unusual conference of German officials
and industrialists was held at the Maison Rouge Hotel
in Strasbourg on August 10, 1944. The proceedings
of this ‘Red House’ conference are known from the
shorthand report, which fell into the hands of the
American OSS at the end of the war. A Lieutenant
Revesz showed it to Simon Weisenthal, who took a
photostat and published it some years later.
Among those present at this conference were
representatives of the Ministry of Munitions and the
Foreign Office, delegates from the big industrial
combines—Krupps, Messerschmit, Rochling, Goering
Werke, Hermannsdorfwerke—and several senior civil
servants. The object of the meeting was to decide upon
measures for safeguarding the treasury of the Third
Reich. They reached two main decisions—some of the
riches would be hidden away in the territory of the Reich,
and German capital would be sent abroad.
The conference urged that the Nazi Party should
go underground in the event of defeat, and should
prepare for a return to power with the help of the
treasures safely hidden away.
These decisions began to be put into effect in the
following months. An ‘experimental station’ was set up near
Lake Toplitz and a number of containers packed chiefly with
forged pound notes and documents were submerged in the
lake, and some other containers were hidden away in old
mines in the hills. Most of them were removed again when
Allied Forces were approaching the region. Although the
Allies did not have full knowledge of these hiding places
until the report of the ‘Red House’ conference fell into their
hands, some information on the Nazis’ postwar plans had
reached the Allied secret services early in 1945. In
March of that year a detailed report on the subject was
submitted to the State Department in Washington:
“The Nazi regime has made very precise plans for the
perpetuation of its doctrine and domination after the war.
Some of these plans are already being put into effect.
“Members of the Nazi Party, German industrialists and
Army leaders, realizing that there is no hope of victory, are
presently preparing commercial plans for the postwar period,
endeavoring to renew connections with industrial circles
abroad in the hope of reestablishing prewar cartels. After
the war, the intention is for ‘front men’ to appeal to the
courts of various countries against the ‘illegal’ seizure of
German industrial concerns and other German property by
the Allies at the outbreak of the war. In the event this
method does not succeed, the recovery of the German
property would be made through figureheads possessing the
requisite citizenship. German attempts to continue to have
a share in the control and development of technological
progress during the immediate postwar period are reflected
in the phenomenal increase in German patents registered
in certain foreign countries during the past two years.
These registrations reached their peak in 1944….
“German capital and plans for the building of
ultramodern technical schools and research
laboratories are being offered on very advantageous
terms, in view of the fact that the Germans will hereby
be able to make and perfect new weapons.
“The German propaganda program is an integral part
of this general planning for the postwar period. The
immediate aim of this propaganda program will be to
bring about a relaxation of Allied controls on the pretext
that the Germans should be treated ‘honestly’. Later,
this program will be extended and intensified with a view
to reviving Nazi doctrine and pursuing German ambitions
of world domination. Unless these plans are
counteracted, they constitute a constant threat to the
peace and security of the postwar world.”
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The American specialists had greatly extended their
knowledge of this subject by the end of the war. They
soon had a list of 750 firms with head offices in neutral
countries, founded or bought with German capital.
Switzerland headed the list with 274 firms; then came
Portugal with 258, Spain with 112, Argentina with 98 and
Turkey with 35. A number of firms had also been acquired
in South American countries other than Argentina.
Special accounts in Swiss and Liechtenstein banks were
placed at the disposal of the Argentine Government, officially
to help their industrial development. Some of the accounts
were made personally available to Argentine leaders.
As military defeat and final catastrophe had become
more certain, the Nazi chiefs stepped up their preparations
for the future—a future in which they meant to have a
stake. They had deposited large sums with banks in neutral
countries and salted away just as much in the portfolios of
apparently respectable people in Liechtenstein, Portugal, and
Patagonia, and had hidden much wealth in the depths of old
salt mines in Austria and below the dark water of the Alpine
lakes. All of this hidden treasure might indeed permit a
revival of Nazism one day—so long as there were still Nazis
around able to draw upon it. [END OF QUOTING]
Ah, the Germans were a busy lot, from whom you ones
at this time in history, could well take lessons in preparation.
Added to their tucking away of treasures, extensive research
was immediately launched into areas of artificial food
cultivation, in huge greenhouses, with everything grown
only on “chemical soil” and under artificial light. “Butter”
was produced from coal and dry milk was one of their
very survival inventions. A method was also invented
to indefinitely preserve wheat flour. Great strides were
also made in Freeze-Drying all types of food and this was
carried out particularly in experimental plants located in
the area of Helmstedt. Hitler was keenly interested in
these projects, visiting them frequently. In a very short
while, Germany was more or less self-sufficient and for
the first time in centuries. NO GERMAN EVER
EXPERIENCED WANT AND HUNGER AGAIN UNTIL THE
ALLIES BURNT OR ROBBED ALL THE HUGE
WAREHOUSES OF THEIR CONTENTS IN 1945 AND AFTER.
LIES OF THE LIBERATORS
Any German who lived through that dreadful time
will tell you what the humanitarian “liberators” of
Germany doled out as food rations after their victory. In
the French zone of occupation it was officially 850
calories a day, in the American zone it was “officially” a
little more, whilst the inmates of Hitler’s concentration
camps (whose bony corpses you are still seeing daily on
T.V. and in the newspapers), received more than double
that amount of calories daily. The resultant famine and
death from starvation, particularly among the elderly and
infants, is well remembered by the German population.
They call it a “peace crime”. The food supply for any
secret UFO force (which is what Hitler himself called
the “last battalion”) had already been solved.
WHAT ABOUT THAT COUNTERFEIT MONEY?
What about funds? Well, let us examine some
facts which should also begin to give you clues as to
why the Jewish community insists on keeping the
“holocaust” in the forefront of people’s minds some
forty-plus years later. IT SIMPLY IS NOT LIKE
YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD IT IS, AND WAS!
Let us look into the counterfeit situation. Hitler had
again already planned, with great foresight, for this
inevitability. In captivity in concentration camps such as
Dachau, Buchenwald and Auschwitz, were Europe’s bestknown and most skilled forgers—many of them JEWS.
They were geniuses at their particular craft.
A secret order was issued from Berlin code-named

“Operation Bernhard”. All the forgery experts were collected
and were offered life and freedom if they cooperated in
producing for Hitler, perfect forgeries of some of the allied
currencies, but in particular, forgeries of the British pound
and the American dollar, in various denominations. At first
the forgers refused, but one by one they cooperated and in
an astonishingly short space of time, they produced what
seemed to be perfect forgeries. The German government
supplied from its own papermills what is usually the
stumbling block to perfect counterfeiting—high quality
paper. The plates and paper were perfect but—not satisfied
with their own judgement—a secret agent was sent to
neutral Switzerland with a suitcase full of “German-made”
pounds and dollars as well as other currencies in all
denominations. This agent went to one of Switzerland’s
largest banks and requested to see the manager and stated:
“I am negotiating a business deal with a man I suspect of
being a Nazi agent—and he intends to pay me in this
currency with these bills. Please test them and see if they
are genuine.” The bank manager explained he could not do
this right away since it was in foreign currency, so the Nazi
agent left the bills with the bank manager arranging to return
within a few days. Upon his return, he was told that the
money was genuine, and that the bank would be pleased to
accept it for exchange. The agent returned to Germany and
the printing presses started rolling in Auschwitz and
Buchenwald. Untold millions were printed, so much
so that Britain, after the war, withdrew from circulation
its five-pound note—a first in British history.
“Come now, Hatonn” you say: “This is too
much!” Well, let us look at a documented incident and
sequel to this story.
Rumors persisted about Operation Bernhard long
after the end of the war and one such rumor was
checked out quite thoroughly by you human entities.
For weeks a group of Austrian government frogmen
searched Lake Toplitz in Austria. Eventually they found
the wreckage of a German plane, the skeleton of the dead
pilot still strapped to his seat. In the hold were large
metal trunks which, when pried open, revealed over
300,000 British five-pound notes, in neat bundles, perfectly
unspoiled and with them, some of the printing plates.
The money was confiscated by the Austrian authorities,
although it was at that time useless as the five-pound note
had been withdrawn from circulation by the British.
Now remember the U-boat captain had paid for
his food in U.S. dollars and obviously had no
shortage of money since each crewmember of the
whaler had been given a $10 bonus.
It is not yet generally known that the entire
Reichsbank Treasure (All of Germany’s reserves)
disappeared from the bank vaults in Berlin before the
end of the war. Guinness Book of World Records lists
this story under “The greatest unsolved robbery!”
Dear ones, that money is still viable indeed as a currency—
remember that the war was never officially ended?
NOTE: During the U.S. balance-of-payments crisis,
Time magazine carried an article about discussions taking
place at the Headquarters of the World Monetary Fund
in Basel, Switzerland. They found that $15 billion were
in circulation, which should not really exist. One
wonders where that amount of money might come
from, wouldn’t you suspect? And that had naught to do
with the American hemisphere. So be it!
Please, let old Hatonn believe that you are beginning
to get a better perspective on current events. Why do
you suppose the Thatcher government sanctioned
Bush’s action in Panama? (The Panama “invasion” was
to get control of those banks—remember I told you?)
Further, WHO WERE THE ALLIES OF GERMANY IN
W.W.II? JAPAN PERHAPS? WHY DO YOU THINK YOU
ARE HAVING TROUBLE GETTING THE NEW MONEY
INTO CIRCULATION? OH, MY YES—INTRIGUE,
INTRIGUE AND JAMES BOND MAGNIFIED!!

Further, pay attention to the effort to keep the
holocaust (which we will point out probably did not occur
as you are told) alive and well—the Zionists who plan
Global 2000 takeover of world control know the enemy is at
hand and ready to take on anything that comes along—for
THEY also plan Global 2000 takeover and control of the
world—the conspirators of the Cartel of bankers is all mixed
up within them all! Now isn’t this grand game-playing?
Well, it would be if the blind masses of humanity weren’t up
for enslavement and gross genocide and annihilation.
How could all these things be kept secret? Easy—no
one gives you any news—the media is totally controlled.
Let us look for a minute at the operation Antarctica and
Admiral Byrd’s expedition, then we can move on into a
brief discussion of why the big UFO cover-up.
A break, please. This computer is acting up.
Please open a new file to avoid any losses.
Hatonn to standby.
CHAPTER 11
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TOP SECRET NAZI EXPEDITION
Let us again turn our attention to the location of the
bases. Even in this area Hitler had planned far ahead and
at long range. Obviously guided by the possible occupation
and subsequent loss of Germany itself, he had cast around
for land still available for colonization and found that
Antarctica was, at that time, the only continent still
unclaimed. With his usual dispatch, a polar expedition was
organized—the preparation of which was kept secret. The
force consisted of several large vessels, at least two of which
were aircraft carriers, not the present-day type but rather
large ships with float-equipped airplanes on board. The
planes were rocket-catapulted off special ramps at the end
of the ships and retrieved out of the water via a crane. This
secret Nazi Expeditionary Force was headed by Kapitan
Ritscher and took place in 1937-38. The force landed in the
area of Queen Maud Land and established bases there.
Large float planes of the Dornier-Wal type, with the unusual
pusher-puller propellers were used to explore a huge area of
Antarctic terrain. Over 11,000 photographs were taken for
mapping purposes. Significantly, a Swastika flag was dropped
every 20 kilometers to substantiate the German claim to that
land, comprising over 600,000 square kilometers in all. In this
way, not only was a terrain claimed by Germany, larger than
Germany itself, but more significantly, for the first time, ice-free
oases (warm lakes) were found by this secret Nazi expedition.
They were photographed along with Alp-like mountain ranges
of over 4,000 meters in height. Naturally, the explored areas
were given German names and so you have today places like
“Ritscher Gipfel”, or, “Ritscher Peak”, named after the leader
of the expedition. The hot oasis amongst the eternal ice was
called “Schirmacher Seen Platte”—“Schirmacher Lake Group”.
These are also often referred to as the “Rainbow Lakes”.
The different-colored appearances of these inland lakes
are caused by algae found floating in the sweet water
and vary in color from lake to lake as the algae color
differs. The waters are warm enough to allow swimming
and bathing with just bathing suits and swim trunks.
Added credence to the secret bases thesis is found in
remarks attributed to Joachin von Ribbentrop at the outbreak
of the war: “In accordance with Germany’s long-range
political strategy, we have taken into firm possession the
Antarctic area, called New Swabia (New Schwabenland) to
ensure a safe retreat in case of necessity.”
If you compare the German area to the size of the
United States, it is huge in comparison.
Other factors make Antarctica an ideal place for these
bases. There is no rust, no germs—and consequently very
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little illness or decomposition. Food remains edible forever,
since the entire region acts rather like a giant freezer. The
shed, for instance, where Scott spent some months preW.W. I, before he launched his ill-fated Antarctic expedition,
was recently discovered. The food which remained in the
shed, from almost 70 years ago, was still as fresh and edible
as on the day it arrived in Antarctica, and wooden boxes,
tin cans, cups, candles and paper (in fact everything),
are as well preserved as if by inanimate suspension.
Antarctica has no flies, no bugs, and no bacillus can
survive the cold temperatures of the surface location.
20TH-CENTURY SECRET?
Could all of this have taken place in the 20th Century
without detection? Hardly! What steps were taken to
discover the truth? What has been done on your placement
to do something about the secret bases now that their
existence has been established and established beyond a
doubt? Why did the world not hear about these incredible
events? Good questions indeed and it is surely past time
that you-the-people, open your eyes and look around.
Obviously, Hitler’s escape was discovered immediately,
otherwise the statements of Stalin and of Eisenhower and all
other quoted sources would be an exercise in insanity. It
has even been totally recognized that the Nuremberg War
Crimes Trials were staged, to a great extent, in the hope that
the “Last Battalion” could be drawn from their impregnable,
inaccessible hideouts and thus force the Fuehrer’s hand.
A large armed force of elite troops surrounded the whole
of the Nuremberg area during the long agonizing months
of the typically-Bolshevik show trials. Perhaps there are
readers who will be able to recall from newspaper pictures
or newsreels the “tight security” that existed in the whole of
Germany during those trials. Some S.S. men were actually
caught, tried and convicted for attempting to free their
leaders, but when the cry of strangulations and torture
was over, the Fuhrer was still nowhere to be found.
Some UFO overflights and activities were reported but
no actual armed clashes or incidents took place.
Washington, Moscow and London then decided to
really “get into the act”; in fact, eight countries in total
decided to do some “scientific” work in Antarctica, of all
places!!! A large expedition, lavishly financed, was quickly
put together. It consisted of over 4,000 specially selected
elite U.S. Navy troops along with an eight-month food
supply. Thirteen ships under the overall command of
Admiral Byrd made up this purely “scientific” expedition,
composed mostly of military-types and very few scientists.
The U.S. Antarctic battle fleet left Norfolk, Va, on Dec.
2, 1946—three distinct battle groups, comprised of the
Mount Olympus, Admiral Byrd’s command ship, the icebreaker Northwind, the catapult ship Pine Island, the
destroyer Brownsen, the aircraft-carrier Philippines Sea, the
U.S. submarine Sennet and the two support vessels,
Yankee and Merrick, as well as the two tankers
Canisted and Capacan, an additional floatplanecarrying ship, Currituck and the destroyer Henderson.
At the same time it was announced officially that a
similar English-Norwegian force was operating in a support
capacity in Antarctic waters around Bahia Marguerite. A
Soviet contingent was also participating in the “research”.
U.S.A. CONVOYS IN ANTARCTICA
The Soviet participation is an interesting one,
since Winston Churchill had already spoken of an
“Iron Curtain” and felt that “they”—the crusaders to
Europe—had “killed the wrong pig”. Obviously
Churchill realized that they should have destroyed
Bolshevik Russia and not Germany. So be it.
The general public (YOU) was told that the
“RESEARCH” mission was interested in locating uranium
and studying the weather. Admiral Byrd, who had

already undertaken a similar, though much smaller and
speedier, investigation of the North Pole was asked why
he had recommended the establishment of armed
observation camps. His reply, “Because the pole lies
between us and our enemies.”—El Mercurio, Santiago,
Chile, July 7, 1947. Further questioning as to which
enemy he meant, since the Axis powers had just been
defeated and had “unconditionally surrendered”, brought
no response from the “great” man.
It was soon learned, however, that as well as the
scientific jobs, the mission had the task of “observing
the activities of a foreign power in the South Pole
Region”. Questioned further on this part of the
expedition’s activities, Adm. Byrd reportedly replied, “To
break the last desperate resistance of Adolf Hitler, in case
we find him in his Neuberchtesgaden inside ‘New
Schwabenland’ in the Queen Maud Land region, or to
destroy him.” How interesting indeed.
Also most interesting, the Byrd expedition was
equipped with the very latest devices, amongst them
were thermo-magnetic detectors.
The U.S. expedition duly arrived and landed in
Antarctica. With them the very latest in military gear,
gadgets and troops. With them the very latest in military
carriers, helicopters, floatplanes and every other
conceivable military apparatus. Bases were established
and quickly expanded. Observation planes were sent out
all over the region. Thousands of photographs were
taken and mapping missions flown.
One particular flight stands out amongst all those
reported and one with Adm. Byrd, himself, aboard. The
instruments went totally haywire and the performance
gauges and altimeters behaved in a most erratic manner,
causing Adm. Byrd to abort the flight and return to base on
“visual” control. All instruments returned to normal as soon
as open terrain had been reached.
It was reported—and it is true—that Admiral Byrd
located the Secret Nazi Base (among other things we
shall speak of later) and was approaching it when the
above incident took place causing abandonment of the
flight, but not before he dropped an American flag
and a bomb or two on the approximate spot of the
base. This was done, of course, to warn Hitler he was
not entirely safe even in his Shangri-la.
RETALIATION
Woops—what of an error or two? Vengeance was
swift and the Fuhrer was not in a humorous mood.
Within 48 hours, four of Byrd’s planes had been lost,
some without a trace and others without any
survivors. Adm. Byrd hastily abandoned all his
efforts and disembarked, with all his force, for home.
PRESS INTERVIEW FOLLOWING DEPARTURE
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in a quickly shrinking world the United States could no
longer derive any sense of security from its isolation or on
the geographic distance of the poles or oceans. The
Admiral affirmed once again his belief that the entire
Antarctic continent should be closely watched and
surrounded by a “wall of defense installations, since it
represented the last line of defence for AMERICA”. (THESE
DEFENSE MEASURES HAVE SINCE BEEN TAKEN.)
Admiral Byrd further stated that no one could give a
more accurate accounting of the true significance of the
situation than he could, since he had had occasion to
employ the latest scientific developments—and from what
he had learned he could make comparisons, for he had
encountered the effect of the secret weapons.
When Admiral Byrd had arrived back in the U.S. and
the significance of his findings had found their way into
the press, he was mysteriously hospitalized. No hard
information was ever unearthed but his grand statements to
the press in South America and on board the Mount
Olympus were not appreciated by the powers in
Washington. Less appreciated were the actual facts
regarding his expedition which I shall enlighten you
about a little bit further on in this writing.
He was among the first victims of a long string of
prominent people “removed from circulation” for their
honest belief in Unidentified Flying Objects and
encounters with higher forces.
You can gain great insight into important
conclusions from the foregoing:
1: The final outcome of W.W. II is yet to be
decided. This is borne out by the late General and
former President Eisenhower’s statement—“The Second
World War has not yet ended,” and corroborated by
Admiral Byrd’s alarming phrase “in the case of a new
war”. Hitler’s Last Battalion is waiting for its golden
opportunity to be “the tip of the scale” in any conflagration
yet to come. SO BE IT, BROTHERS, SO BE IT!
2: Hitler has defended his secret lair as
successfully against Byrd as he had his numerous
headquarters in Europe, during the war against the Allies.
Byrd was forced to retreat and to acknowledge the
superiority of the UFOs and their secret weapons.
3: The over-fifty small wars since 1945 including
Korea and Vietnam, were supposed to provoke a premature
“showing of hands” by the Last Battalion.
4: The “New Third Reich” has maintained its
crucial time/technology advantage over its W.W. II
adversaries—even decidedly increased it.
5: Idealism (spirit) has triumphed already over
Materialism (money), since only the German state was
destroyed but not the ideology of National Socialism.
6: There has been a 30-year cover-up by brain—
and more often by brawn—about the true identity of
the UFOs or at least many of them. Their origins
have been known, but deliberately suppressed by the
rulers of the Unholy Alliance of 1939-45.
7: The real and only reason for the insane UFO
cover-up, now falling apart, is to be found in most UFO’s
German origin. The Allies in East and West have told
so many lies about the barbaric, sadistic behavior of the
Nazis, that they now fear wide-spread panic amongst
their populations, should the truth become known. After
all, if the Nazis are still around, would it not be logical
and natural for them to take revenge one day? With
UFO power? Come now—what does the symbol of a
swastika really mean? LIFE ONGOING AND WITHOUT
END! No, I did not say that I adore and cherish the
Third Reich—I said that the swastika means Life! All
the liars are not yet out of the woodwork, my friends.

On board his flagship Mount Olympus he gave the
following startling interview, translated from the Spanish as
it was reported in the paper El Mercurio, Santiago, Chile on
March 5, 1947. It appeared on the front page under the
headline “On Board the Mount Olympus on the High Seas”.
“Adm. Byrd declared today that it was imperative for
the United States to initiate immediate defence measures
against hostile regions. The Admiral further stated that
he didn’t want to frighten anyone unduly but that it was
a bitter reality that in case of a new war, the continental
United States would be attacked by flying objects which
would fly from pole to pole at incredible speeds. (Earlier
he had recommended defence bases at the North Pole.)
Admiral Byrd repeated the above points of view,
resulting from his personal knowledge gathered both at
WHY THE BIG UFO COVER-UP?
the north and south poles, before a news conference
held for International News Service.”
For over 40 years some of the world’s most imaginative
During the press conference the Admiral also stated that people have wondered about the “strange” behavior of their
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governments when it comes to the questions of the
UFOs. If the UFOs are extra-terrestrial and the humans
on your planet have no “defense” against them, then
why annoy these beings by orders to “SHOOT TO
KILL”? It is interesting that once again you see perfect
harmony of approach between the U.S. and the Soviets.
In the 70s there was a very detailed report about the
Soviet Air Forces having stumbled upon some secret
UFO bases in far off Mongolia. The Soviets went in their
usual barbaric style, bombed and burned everything to
the ground. This was well documented by Dipl. Ing. A.
Schneider in the Viennese newspaper, K.Die aktuelle
Serie, P.a. of Sat., Sept. 14, 1974 as follows:
“… the following remarkable report reached us today
from the Soviet Union: ‘April 24, 1970 was a day that all
hell broke loose. A supersonic Soviet jetbomber in a
secret mission from Moscow to Vladivostok was lost
without a trace over Siberia. The pilot was in voice
contact with ground control stations when suddenly the
transmission was interrupted. An intensive search by
nearly two hundred planes was quickly organized over
the area where the pilot was last heard from. Almost
simultaneously a number of pilots reported to ground
control, “We are not alone up here, above us are flying
objects, maybe 25 or even more. They are huge, they are
so high we cannot get near them.” That same afternoon
in Krasnojarsk, red alert was sounded and troops were
deployed around the city because an entire formation of
these silvery, silent visitors circled over the scared town.
Apparently, entire salvoes of ground-to-air missiles were
fired at hundreds of flying discs which crowded the
airspace of the Sino-Soviet-Mongolian frontier area.
There was a concerted action by the strange intruders
against the town of Ulan Bator, where all flights seemed
to emanate from and end. A spokesman for a group of
touring German students said after returning from
Mongolia, where they had been at the time of the “UFO
invasion”, “That the Soviet Union had destroyed a
secret UFO base of immense proportions consisting of
many miles of subterranean tunnels and dozens of
pyramid-like structures in the northern area of Mongolia.”
However no photographic proof or documentary
evidence exists. The Soviets are always very secretive.’”
After Admiral Byrd’s hasty retreat from Antarctica, he
not only suggested bases around both poles and a ring of
armed camps, but offered this plan: Turn Antarctica into
atomic test ranges where atom and hydrogen bombs could
be dropped to be “tested”. Well, this is a quote from an
incorrect source—it was not Admiral Byrd who suggested
such a thing, he was simply blamed for it.
A strange thing happened, however, as soon as
such a plan was put forth. Capitol Hill in Washington,
D.C. received an official visit. There is not a UFO fan
who has not seen the historic photograph of an entire
“swarm” of UFOs flying over the nearby Congressional
Buildings and the White House in perfect formation.
Interesting to note that the Antarctic test-site idea was
never again seriously considered.
Hundreds of sightings took place around the world
from Japan to Korea, where you have a particularly good
example of a UFO de-materializing in front of the cameras.
One must then ask, “Why do these UFOs always show
themselves, but why do they not land?” etc., etc., etc. Well,
realizing the fear responses and the need to keep the lies
hidden—it is indeed unsafe, isn’t it? This is appropriate for
terrestrial ships as well as extraterrestrial visitors.
The UFO cover-up is most similar to other actions of
the other unholy alliances such as the mass murders of
Operation Keelhaul, at Katyn, Dresden and Hiroshima.
Let anyone dare to “not conform” with “the
establishment’s” version of things and you can see
people being hounded, defamed and persecuted on a
daily basis—not the least of which are our own
scribes—just for receiving this information.

LITTLE MEN WITH AGREEMENTS?

PROF. DR. JAMES GREENACRE

More distractors—and I will investigate herein. Let us
look from some other viewpoints, please.
Often, your UFO fans have advanced the theory that
the strange flying objects come from distant planets and
galaxies to check on your “atomic experimenting”, and
some people state “contactees” have been told that the
UFOs would prevent an atomic war on the planet Earth.
Why should we? Why should we care? We certainly
do not demonstrate any great desire to colonize the
Earth—at least not in any great numbers. Well, perhaps
some of these “aliens” are already scattered about Earth.
We have all sorts of reasons why we will not allow atomic
devastation to wreck your planet:
These are speculations as presented by some sources
who feel an alliance exists with space aliens, etc.:
a) The UFOs are, by now, driven by electromagnetism, consequently all secrets surrounding electric
power have been discovered. Since all modern
communications and guidance systems are based on
electronics, it is an easy task to “listen in”, decode and
prevent the start or to re-direct whilst in flight, any vehicle
or space craft, now in use by the “allies”.
b) The destructive power of atomic weapons is
therefore much more of a threat to the powers who
possess them and have them stored in silos, in subs,
in planes or on their own soil than to those countries
who do not have these weapons at all, since they
could quite easily be set off by remote control from
the UFOs, before they were even launched.
(Please keep in mind that these are projections put
forth from your placement—not mine.)
c) The UFOs will undoubtedly prevent atomic war to
prevent the extinction of the White Race. At the moment
the White people are outnumbered ten to one on the planet
and should there be an atomic exchange the ratio would be
a hundred to one in the White’s dis-favor.
Well, a few of your better thinkers have found some
interesting conclusions which might be worth pointing out.
No man of the calibre of Adolf Hitler, deeply
committed to the survival and resurgence of Western
Culture, would ever allow this tragedy to happen to
the White Race if he could at all help it.
There is a most interesting aside which I might note for
you. Perhaps a few of you readers will already know the
following, that in the region of the South Pole (Antarctica),
and to a lesser extent the North Pole, it is possible to escape
from the Earth’s magnetic pull and death through radiation
because the Van Allen Belts open up, funnel-like, at both of
these extremities. It is possible to launch a spacecraft, with
very little radiation protection from this area avoiding
enormous weight, a crew needs no radiation-protective gear.
Now I am going to lay forth some other
speculations which might bear contemplation.
You must remember that Hitler had massive
feasibility studies of space stations, based on very
specific and valid data.
He authorized launching an artificial satellite to be
rocketed into space in 1947 with the A9-A10 rocket, in a
steep angle away from the axis of the Earth—and counter to
the Earth’s rotation. From this point it would have been
possible to observe any spot on Earth within any given
two-hour time period, and hit any spot on Earth with
accurate missiles, bombs, radar-guided or other gadgets
such as “mirror beams” or “death rays”.
The Rosenbergs mentioned these platforms in their
testimony during their espionage trials. They called them
“Warships of space”. Where did they get this information
about top-secret plans, not realized by the Allies until
some 25 years later? From the same documents that gave
them the atomic bomb, of course. Yes, this would
definitely seem as if spaceflight was already known to a
mysterious group of beings, would it not?

The American astronomer, Prof. Dr. James
Greenacre and four of his colleagues made an
astounding observation from Flagstaff, Ariz.
Observatory and reported it to a Conference on
“Moon Problems” in New York City in May of 1964.
Because of the UFO cover-up policy still in force in
the U.S. government, Prof. Dr. Greenacre was only
able to give his report verbally to colleagues who
were present at the Conference. Here is roughly what
he said: “On the 29th of Oct. 1963 we observed
several colorful spots on the Moon, the spots moved
in formation across the motionless face of the Moon.”
One month later Prof. Dr. Greenacre observed the
same phenomena. The May 1966 issue of UFO
Nachrichten, Vol. 117 reproduced what Dr. Greenacre
had stated he had observed… “Prof. Dr. Greenacre
saw on or close to the Moon at least 31 spacecraft of
gigantic size. Some were from 300 meter to 4.8
kilometers long. They were in motion while being
observed through the telescopes. Also, clearly
discernible were numerous smaller craft approximately
150 meters in diameter, which moved past or
alongside the huge craft, the “mother craft”
occasionally changing color, as in the often-reported,
pulsating style.” (The distance from the Earth to the Moon
is 384,000 kilometers.) This was the end of the report.
The American Professor thought at first the Russians
might have beaten the Americans to the punch. But not so!
So, therefore, who is out there in the wild blue yonder?
Well, Prof. Dr. Phillips of Berlin, Hitler’s wartime comrade,
claimed he knew. He even sent the author of much
information on the subject, some charts and timetables of
his flights—and they match, my friends.
Before we leave this area of investigation and take a
break, we have to look into the repeated reports of
“glowing” or “pulsating” lights emanating from UFOs.
You can find an interesting reference to these
phenomena from a brilliant German metallurgist who had
created “a metal harder than diamonds” called
appropriately enough “Impervium”. This metal glows
alternately in the colors of the rainbow when heated to
a high degree. This seems to tie up another loose end
and again, the timing is interesting. The metal was used
for the first time commercially in 1935-36. The
laboratories were located not at Schramberg as
Michael X reports but at Starnberg and Starnberger
See. However, this could be a simple spelling error by
someone not too familiar with the German language.
Oh, so much to learn, haven’t we?
Dharma begins to see the handwriting on the wall
and is quite unnerved at this time, therefore, I request a
break and allow settlement. It is fine, chela, everyone
keeps nagging for “new” information and perhaps it is
time to begin to scatter it around a bit. You will stay
closely in the Light shield, chela; for as we tread on the
proper toes the nasties will get more intense. So be it—the
God of Light and Truth shall prevail and this Word will go
forth. Yes, I know ones are quite dead who have spoken
of these things—I do note, however, that you are quite
healthy and we intend to keep that status current.
I move now to stand-by, that we might have a break.
In love and total Light of radiance I salute you for
your service.
Hatonn to clear, please.
[END OF PART 7]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 7/19/00
issue of CONTACT on page 1; Part 2 (5/30/01, page 11);
Part 3 (9/19/01, page 11); Part 4 (10/10/01, page 15);
Part 5 (10/24/01, page 11); Part 6 (11/14/01, page 11)—
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